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tlan^ naval offlcera hava baooma awaz*a of apacial prob-
la»ia associated vith tha fitnaaa raportlng or merit rating of
naTaX medical officers hj naval lina officers and aanior madi-
oal officers on a standard sarvica«*wida rating form. It was
bolievad that a supplai^azital ratiiig toma., dasigtiad spaeifi-
cally for medical officers aad to ba marked by jsadic&l offieera,
vould considarably raduea tlia apparent diffieulties. Inoorpora*
tion of auoh a suppl^nental form would not raqiaire any major
©hangaa in tha agisting fitness reporting procaduras* ^ha con-
struction of a supplamantal fof«i vaa aoeoM^lishad by inter*
viewing; naval madioal officers to establish differentiating
<|uestion8 i^pplicable to naval medical officers* fhese questions
were eombined into an e^erlisental gri^hic rating for®* A
questioiiaaire was desi^oed to evaluate the individual questiwis
and the form of the supplement as well as medical officer's
attitudes regarding fitx»»ss reporting procedures « The supple-
mental rating fona and the evaluating questionnaire were sent
to a randc}^ twenty percent ssmple of the Haval Medical Corps
for evaluation and eoiiment. fhe returns and e««ii»mts from this
sample of nedioal officers concliasively indicated that a aup-
pl^sental rating form would be a desirable addition to the
fitness reporting procedure*
Tim Staff Hating^ JProbl^*





The attached revised Officer's Fitness Report is to be used
in place of the old forms, NAVPERS 310 and 311.
This form serves the following purposes:
1. It serves as a report of fitness for all officers both
afloat and on shore.
2. The first carbon
—
(Page 2)—keeps up to date in Bu-
Pers the Officer's Qualifications Questionnaire, which
provides the Bureau with information covering each
officer's previous experience and qualifications for
various types of duty.





ing changes in the officer's qualifications and is to be
filed in the Officer's Qualification Record Jacket as
an aid to Commanding Officers and Personnel Officers
in assigning him properly.
This form is to be submitted semi-annually for all officers
(quarterly for Commanders and Captains in command of
units afloat, individual sliips or operating commands) and
in all cases of permanent detachment of either the officer
or reporting senior. Special reports on this form will be
submitted ONLY at the following times:
1. When directed by higher authority.
2. When officer is recommended for trial by Genera!
Court Martial.
3. Upon receipt of orders for officer to report to Bureau
of Naval Personnel for disciplinary hearing.
4. When requesting detachment of officer (attach to re-
quest).
5. Upon recommendation that officer be disenroUed.
6. When specifically directed by Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel.
A typewriter is to be used when at all possible in filling out
Sections 1 through 6. Since 969?) of all fitness reports
received in BuPers are typed, the form has been constructed
for that type of preparation. Care should be exercised that
the carbon copies are legible if a typewriter is not used.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPORTING OFFICERS
In deciding on promotions of officers, Selection Boards
must, in effect, compare an officer with others of the same
rank rather than with more arbitrary standards. You will
note that in Section 7 and subsequent sections you are asked
to do just that — compare each officer with all others
of the same rank and corps whose professional abilities are
known to you personally. Please note that tlie officer is
not to be compared only with the others oi his rank now
under your command. For this reason, it is important to
indicate in Section 9b how many officers are included in the
group you use for comparison.
In making this comparison, keep in mind that the group
of officers whose professional abilities are known to you
personally (or any other group of people) will fall into a
normal distribution when graded on any trait or factor
—
that is, there will be a small number at the lower end, a
larger group in the middle, and a small group at the top.
With this curve in mind, compare the officer with the group
and mark him on each factor in Section 7 as falling in one
of the five brackets—the lower 10%, the next 20%, the
middle 40%, the next 20% or the top 10%. Do not hesitate
to mark "not observed" on any factor which you think not
applicable to the duty in which you have observed the officer
or in which your observation has been too limited to warrant
judgment.
No entry which is made in Section 7 will be considered an
unsatisfactory report. Only adverse comment in Section 6
and entries so designated in Sections 8, 9, 11 and 12 will be
so considered.
An unsatisfactory report must be referred to the officer re-
ported on for his statement which is to be attached to the
report of fitness. In any case open to question as to what
constitutes an entry of an unfavorable or unsatisfactory
nature the officer will always be given the benefit of having
seen the report. (See Article 137 Navy Regulations, Gen-
eral Order No. 62, and BuPers Manual Article C-1006).
The Bureau desires that reporting seniors make every effort
to show each fitness report to the officer reported upon and
to discuss it with him, in so far as practicable. In this con-
nection please note the instructions in Section 12 which
provide that statements of a constructive nature which
refer to minor imperfections or lack of qualifications
do not constitute an unsatisfactory report. On every report
of fitness, the reporting senior will indicate under Section
12 whether the officer reported on has or has not seen the
report.
The reporting senior will sign all three pages of the report
in the lower right hand corner, or will sign the original and
designate a commissioned officer, preferably senior to the
officer reported on, to authenticate Pages 2 and 3 in lower
right hand corner. The officer reported on may sign and
retain Page 3, inserting same in his qualification jacket, if
he is geographically detached from tlie reporting senior.
The Officer's Fitness Report (Page 1) and the Officer's
Qualification Report—BuPers Copy
—
(Page 2) are to be





(Page 3) is to be detached
and filed in the Officer's Qualification Record Jacket.
Fitness Reports are to be submitted promptly and their
preparation is one of the most important and responsible
duties of superior officers. Failure to prepare tliem object-
ively is detrimental to the efficiency of the Navy. If not
submitted promptly, the rights of the officer reported on
may be prejudiced. The fitness of an officer for the service
with respect to promotion and assignment to duty is deter-
mined by his record.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OFFICER REPORTED ON
It is your responsibility to fill out Sections 1 through 5 of
this form and to sign all sheets in the lower left-hand cor-
ner. Submit the form to your reporting senior at the times
specified in the General Instructions above. Use a tj'pe-
writer, if at all possible—if not, use ink, but be sure that
all copies are legible.
NOTE: For coiivcuieiuc there is printed on the back of these instructions a ti'orh shed which vmy !>c used as a draft in preparing the
carbonised set. The work sheet is to be detached before filling out the carbonised set and is NOT to be forwarded to BuPers.
FIGURE 1.
OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT WORK SHEET
READ CAREFULLY THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE
1. ''*«E (l»l) ((Irrt) (middl.) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
8H1P OH STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (mo.. d>I. re.rl
DATE FROM 1 DATE TO
DATE or REPORTDJO TO




1 DETACHMENT OP |—i DETACHXrENT OF I—1 REGULAR 1—1 (—
1
LI OFFICER REPORTED ON l_l REPORTING SENIOR U SEMI-ANNUAL LI QUARTERLY U SPECIAL
2. DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES 81«CE LAST FITNESS REPORT (Llrt mat reteitt flr«t ind diicrlba ncrorrtnly. Include pwlodi sf Invt, tr»n«H. •!•,. (ha PRDM TO
UO. Ta MO. TB.
H.• preient Auty Dtatntaed iRCfl tatl fltneis reoort was lubmrttwlT 1 1 Vfli Dk
3. WOOVRSBS OF ZJJSTIIUCTION WERE COMPI-BTED DDBINO PERIOD OFLEINGTH OF OODttgE AND DATE COMPLETED.
THIS HEFORT. LIST TITLE OF C0UBSJ3. LOCATION OF SCHOOL. Aie you phyalcaU; quaUQed
for eoe DutT r
D r«t n Nt [U Kn!»
4. n Aviator. rBdhmto Mo. of
Fflght Hours Last Two years
Jar Each Type Airorsfl <Lfsl
ttoft Recent Type First)
TYPE OF AIBCBAFT TOTAL
NO. OF HOURS
5. liY PffCPEflENCEFOR NEXT DUTY
IS:
SEA KIND OF DUTY liOCATlOS
snoKS KIXD OF DDTT LOCATION
SECTIONS e THBOUGH 12 TO BE
HLLED IN BY BEPOSTING OFFICES
NAME OF REPOHTINC •fFICER OFFICIAL STATUS RELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED ON




PRESENT DUTIES? I_J VE8 Di
TND1CATE nORE TtCSP01«STBt¥ DUTIES FOR WHICH HE 18 IN TRAntTNG. <lf i
FOR WHAT OUncS tS HE RCCOMMENOEO?
ASHORE AFLOAT
FOB GACH FACTOK OBSERVED CHBCK THE APPBOPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE HOW THE OFFICER COUPABES WITH ALL OTHERS OF THE SAME RANK. CLASSIFICA-
TION AND CORPS WITOSF, PHOTESSIONAL ABILITIES ARE IH^OWN TO TOTI PERSON.VLLT. DO NOT LlillT TlilS COMPARISON ONLY TO THE OTHERS NOW UNDER
YOnC COMMAND. DO NOT HESITATE TO HAQK "NOT OBSEIRVED" ON ANY QUALIIT.' WHEN APPROPRIATE. NO ENTRY VVKICH IS MADE IN THIS SECTION WILL BE
CONSIDERED AN UNSATJSF.\rTOUV REPORT WHICH MUST BE REFERRED TO THE OFFICER FOB STATEMENT, ONLY ENTRIES DESIGNATED EN SECTIONS 8. B, H


















A. SEA OR ADVANCE BASE Oimr I. STANDING DECK WATCHES UNDERWAY f
How does this offlcer eoniuire In:
NOTE: ITEM (A31 TO BE
MARKED FOE ALL OFFI-
CSB8.
2. ABILITT TO COMMAND f
3. PERFORMANCE IN PRESENT DUTIES AS DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2. ABOVE?
4. REACTIONS DURING EMERGENCIES?
5. PERFORMANCE AT BATTLE STATION OR IN BATTLE DUTIES?
B. INITIATIVE AND
1. ASSUME aESPONSIBILITr WHEN SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ABE LACKING?
1
RESPONSIBILITY 2. GIVE FRANK OPINIONS WHEN ASKED OR VOLUNTEER THE.M WHENNECESS.MtV TO AVOID MISTAKES?
How well does this officer: 3. FOLLOW THROUGH DESPITE OBSTACLES IN CARRYING OUT RESPONSIBILITIESASSIGNED OR ASSUMED?
C.UNDERSTANOtNGANDSKiLL
How well does this offleer:
1. UNDERSTAND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN, AND USE SUGGESTIONS OFFERED?
2. EXERCISE JUDGMENT ?
3, RATE IN TECHNICAL COMI'BPENCE IN
UIS SPECLiLTY. IF ANYf (Name SDedolly)
I. INSrlRE BUBORDINATEe TO WORK TO TEE MAXIMUM OF THEIR CAPACITY?
2. EFFECTIVELY DELEX3ATE TASKS AND AUTHORITY?
D.LEWEBSHIP
How well doei this officer:
8. TRANSMIT ORDERS. INSTBtJCTIONS. AND TITANS?
4. ORGANIZE HIS WORK AND THAT OF THOSE UNDER HIS COMMANT) OB
SUPERVISION t
5. MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE AilONG THOSE UNDEX HIS COMMAND OR DIRECTION?
1. ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS?
How does this offleer eompare In:
2. ABILITY TO ADAPT TO CHANGING NEEDS AND CONDITIONS?
3. MILITAJIT CONDTJCT-BEABING. DRESS. COUKTESY. ETC. ?
INDICATE YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARB
HAVING THIS OFFICER UNDER YOUR





TO HA\'E HIM? TO HAVE HIM? DESIRE HIMf
Qa Considerino All Office
'*»• rtsLiflrntinn nnH P.nri
'D (Unsatisfactory) 'D
IF S0% WERE IF 70% \^'ERE IF 30% WERE IF ONLY 107.7
PROMOTED t PROMOTED? D PROMOTED T WERE TO BEPROMOTED f
Oh How many Offleers are Included In the
group used for tho comparison In 9a7
10 OR
I—
I 10 TO (
—
I OVER
I.Ea3 LJ 50 I I 50
JO COMMENT IN SECTION 12 AND CIVE REFERENCE HERE TO ANY COMMENDABLE OR ADVERSE REPORTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE ON THE OFFICER DURING THIS PERIOD.
11 HAVE YOU ANY ADVERSE COMMENTS TO HAKE REGARDING THIS OFFICER'S
'
'• QUALITIES OR PERFORMANCE?






UNSATISFACTORY. Yw In olthflr Item ol Section II
constitutes an unsatisfactory report aod must be referred
to the officer lor statemcDt.
O Give in this Bi)a<^ a clear, concise aprrslaal of the officer reported on and his performance of duty, InHadlng any worthy of 8peci&l mention. Include recommendations as to promcllon. Any atate-
ments of unsalisfaclory performance, ability, character, or conduct must be referred to the officer lor statement. Statements of a constructive nature which refer to minor Imperfections or lack of
QUQllflcatlons do not conslitut« an uns at Is factor; report. For example: "Thle officer was a little slow In gettlBK started but Is now making good proKress" or 'Thla ofOcer Is well qualified In bla
present duties but has had no experleuco at tea" would not be unsatlstaciotr In nature.
Check one of thete boxes — I CONSIDER THIS REIPOBT TO BB n SATISFACTOBy D DSTTAVORABLfi D UMSiTISFACTORY
i.
•'*"E (lul) (flr.t) (nlddl.) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE HO,
PERIOD OF REPORT (noi, dv, mr)
DATE rnoH 1 DATE TO
DATR OF HEPORTINa TO
PREHENT BUIP OB STATION
OCCASION FOR REPORT
r-1 DCT4CHm;NT OF 1—) DBTACBMENT OF n ETOULAB I—1 n(_) OFFICER REPOBTED ON l_l BKPORTINQ SENIOR LI BEjn-ANITOAI, Li QUAinBBLX LI RPRRIAI.
2. DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES SINCE LAST FITNESS REPORT (LIM noM neeni «nt tnd d«<rlb> unrattly. loiluda ••rlldl af lnv>, trunll. •(•.. alio rnoM TO
UO. TR. HO TB.
Mu vmant duty tluiiggd ilnn list lltn«> nsort wu lutnlttadt LJ Ym C] Na
3 IF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION WERE COMPLKTED DITBINO PFStlOD OF THIS REPORT.LENGTH OF COURSE AJ<D DATE COMrLETEP.
LIST TITLE OF COtmsB, LOCATION OF BCHOOU Ara you phyileally quallflod
for Soa Duty!
DYaa Dn. ni'^
4. It Aviator, Indkata No, of
Flight Houra Last Two yoars
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT TOTAL
fof Each Typo Aircraft (LUt




SEA KI.ND OF DUTY LOCATION
SHORE KIND OF DOTY LOCATION
SECTIONS 6 THROUGH 12 TO BE
FILLED ;N by BEPORHNG OFFICER
name OF REPORTINO OFFICER OFFICIAI. STATUS RELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED ON






INDICATE MORE RESPONSIBLE DUTIES FOR WHICH HE IS IN TRAININS. (If nana, aa attfa)
D
^ FOR WHAT DUTIES IS HE RECOMMENDED?
ASHORE AFLOAT
FOB EACH FACTOR OllSEBVKD CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE HOW THE OFFlCKTi COHIPARES WITH ALL OTHERS OF THE SAME RANK, CI^ASSTFICA-
TION AND CORPS WHOSE PROFESSIONAL ABILITIES ABE KNOWN TO YoU PEJUSONALLY. DO NOT LIMIT THIS COMPARISON ONLY TO THK OTHERS NOW UNDER
















A. SEA OR ADVANCE BASE DUTY 1. STANDING DECK WATCHES UNDERWAY!
How di>ct this oRlctr conpar* In:
NOTE: ITEIl 4A9) TO BE
HARKED FOB ALL OFF!-
CSBB.
2. ABIIJTT TO COMMAND f
3. PEErORMANCB IN PRESENT DUTIES AB DESCRIBED IN SECTION l ABOVEf
4. REACTIONS DUBINQ EUEHOENCIESI
5. PERFORMANCE AT BATTLE STATION OR IN BATTLE DUTIES!
a. INITIATIVE AND 1. ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY WHEN SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ABE LACKING!
RESPONSIBIUTY 3. OIVE FRANK OPINIONS WHEN ASKED OB VOLUNTEER THEM WHENNECESSABY TO AVOID MISTAKES!
How wall daaa tltla offlcar: 3. FOLLOW THBOUOH DESPITE OBSTACLES IN CARRYING OUT RESPONSIBILITIES
ASSIGNED OR ASSUMED!
C UNDERSTANDING AND SKIU
Hew wall daaa thia affliar:
1. UNDERSTAND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN, AND USE SUOGESTIONS OFFERED!
i. EXERCISE JUDGMENT!
3. RATE IN TECHNICAL COMPETENCE IN
IDS SPECIALTY. IF ANY! (Name SpKlaUy)
1. INSPIRE SUBORDINATES TO WORK TO THE MAXIMUM OF THEIR CAPACITY!
0. LEADERSHIP
Haw wall daaa thIa •Ot^;
2. EFFECTITELY DELEGATE TASKS AND AUTHORITY 1
3. TRANSMIT ORDERS. INSTRUCTIONS, AND PLANS!
4. ORGANIZE HIS WORK AND THAT OF THOSE UNDER HIS COMMAND OR
SUPERVISION!
5. MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE AMONG THOSE UNDER HIS COMMAND OR DIRECTION!
1. ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS!
Haw daaa tbla ellltar eompara In:
2. ABILITY TO ADAPT TO CHANGING NEEDS AND CONDITIONS!
3. mUTABY CONDUCT—BEARINO, DBE88, COURTESY. ETC. I
INDICATE YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD
HAVING THIS OFFICER UNDER YOUR
COMMAND, WOULD YOU: n:WANT inMrUNSATI8FACTORY)
PREFER NOT
(UNBATISFACTOET) TO HAVE HIMf D D
'D
IF 90% WERE IF 70^, Tl'EBE IF 80% WEBB IF ONLY 10^^
e Included in tha
jmpariton in Oil
j—1 10 TO rn OVERD
JQ COMMENT IN SECTION 12 AND GIVE REFERENCE HERE TO ANY COMMENDABLE OR ADVERSE REPORTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE ON THE OFFICER
DURING THIS PERIOD
II HAVE YOU ANY ADVERSE COMMENTS TO MAKE REGARDING THIS OFFICER'S
' QUALITIES OR PERFORMANCE?
HAS HE ANY MENTAL OR MORAL WEAKNESS WHICH ADVERSELY AFFECTS
HIS EFFICIENCY?
O YES NO
C"! YES Q NO
UNSATISFACTORY. Yea In eltliei
constitutes an unsatlsfact<iry report a
to the offlcer for ttatement.
17 Give In thlB 8Ub<_ i clear ccnciao appraisal o( the officer reDo.-lfxl on end hb perfonaanee of duly, Includlog anj worthy of spwfal mention. Include rw-ommendatJona as to promotion. Any iloie-
g'or unialUfaclory performance, ability, cliaracter, or oimluct musl be refi-rred to tii« officer for stalemenL Stalementa of a coraiructive nature wliieh rofcr l« minor iuipwfoctionii or lack off
Qualiflcatiom do rot constitute an unBatlefactory report. For eiample: 'This officer was a UtUo iIott In getting itarted but U now ma!t!n« gooU progress or "Tbla officer is well qualified In lui
present dutlea but has bad no ex|>erleQce at sea" would DOl t>B unsalbfactory In uature.
Cheek one of these boxet — I CONSIDEB THIS BEPOBT TO BE LJ 8ATI8FACTOEYn n UNFATOBABLE D DM8ATISPACTORT
(II additional spaeo le needed attach extra iheet)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON (Applies Poly t» SKtisns I through 6) BIQNATUBE OF EBPOBIINO OFFICER Has tl))i report beon I I y
shown or referred to I I '"
otfleer reported on? ,—1 „
Whan eoiopJeJod jsmovc carbon pap»x, forword Pag^a I and t, nof detached, to BaPen. Bvfcda Pagm 9 for "Officcr'a QooUiScortion Record /acisK
PAGE I
-2-
thi staff oori)« orricort and th# lin« offloem of th« U*S* N«Ty
concerning tb« aystwn employed at present for the reporting
of fitnosa or the merit rating of staff offieera. In the U«S«
Kavy« staff corps officers include medical > dental , aupply,
civil engineerlnfc';, ohaplin coirps officers etc*» whose lo^istio
functions require specialised proresalonal training. Line of-
ficers are «^eneral duty officers who constitute the chain of
ooEosiand and wlrio are trained in the arts of naval warfare, Sor-
uallyy unless attaushed to a specializea staff unit headed by
a staff offioery the staff officer is attached to a unit which
is commanded by a line officer. By naval procedure it is the
Cmsaandins Officer's function to report on the perfomance of
duty of all officers tinder his oosimand. Consequently, under
such ciroumstanees he reports on the professional performance
of duty of such staff officers as might be under his eoesnand.
In most oases he is not cognisant of the professional require-
ments or standards of each corps nor has he the academic back-
groiind to adequately appraise tlie performance of these officers,
In many cases his appraisal is made on the basis of personal
appearance 9 personality and the social aspects which are ap-
parent in their day to day contacts*
In addition to the academic inadequacies of t^te line
officer to accurately appraise a staff officer, the situation
exists that all naval officers, whether line or staff, are ap-
praised on the ssase fitness report fona (Figure 1). Tills fit-
ness report form was primarily designed for the evaluation of

-3-
lixm officers* Its use for the ov&Lumtlon of staff officers
reqtiix*es maxi:^^ mad varied interpretations of the questions in
order to stake thsm apply to the staff specialty. Section 12
of this fox<iny vhloh requires a oonolse written appraisal of
the officer. Is the only section wMch can clearly be adapted
to a atarf specialty without Interpretation* Tlie lack of spe-
cific queistlons directed at a staff specialty caiises varied
interpretations of performsnce standards when ratez*s are not
intintately associated with the staff speelalty.
JSany line coesnanding officers realise the fallacy of
the systam as it exists. In situations where more than one of*
fleer of a staff specialty is attached to the cmjmmai&t the
ee^nnanding officer will delegate to t^ie senior the task of
preparing the fitness reports of the juniors • This report must
still be signed by the coii^anding offleer and unless a Bp^^
elfic notation is made of this delegation In the body of the
report, it is assumed by all bureaus and boards reviewing these
reports that this staff officer's ©valuation was aade by the
officer signing the report*
A Corrective Approach,
'aIw general fitness reporting procedures employed at
present are an integral part of tkw administrative and command
structure of tlm ll«S* Hairy* The commanding officer of a ship,
station or unit is responsible for the shlp» station, or unit
and for the actions of all officers attached thereto. Such
^Information furnished by the Officer Ferfoxroance
Division of the Bureau of Haval Personnel , Havy Department,

b«lJig th* OAMy tbm fitxMst report mutt rmaaln with the eon-
Biandlng officer. This is equally true for staff ofrioert at->
tached to a line oommand* However, in order to professionally
appraise the performance of duty of staff offieezm, it is be*
lleved tliat a supplomental fitness report fom, devised for
each staff corps and used in addition to and in conjunction
with the regular fitness import, would offer a solution. This
•tippleraentaX fitness report forsa would, where ever possible
«
be OQStplsted and signed by a like staff officer and its con*
tents would bear entii*ely upon the pirofesslonal aspects of the
pex*fox^ance of duty. Vfliere a psrofeaalonal appraisal were im-
possible by a like staff officer, the line corimandint^ offloer
would answer only specifically designated questions on the
suppleaiental fitness report foisa which line officers are found
qualified to answer,
Prooeedin^^^ on tlie proialss that such supplwRontal fit-
r»s8 report forms would be beneficial to the CJ.S, Navy, this
study has concez»nod itself with the construction and evaluation
of a suppleznental fitness report form for officers of the medi*
cal coirps of the ^m^m, Uavy, The choice of this staff corps was
Influenced and detextalned by the availability and cooperative-
r»BB of naval medical facilities in this general area*
!3R|» Cons true tion of a Ratin^^ Form .
The average layMAOi has many strong preconceptions of
what qualities are essential in a competent medical officer,
^ese vary froia a pleasing bod-side maimer to specified de-
grees of surgical skill. In most instances tliyose preconceptions

liave little congelation with the opinions of fellow doctors
who by their association and knowledge are most qualified to
Jud£*e« Thus in order to establish general tu'eas of performance
appraisal for thlo study It was considered essential that thsy
be elicited from within the medical profession.
Twenty-two doctors woi'e Interviewed in a preliminary
survey arxd tlieir ideas consolidated to make general areas of
appraisal and specific questions within these areas. Fourteen
of these doctors were regular navy medical officers attached
either at t'ne Great Lakes Naval Hospital or to Naval Staffs in
the Chicago area. Pour were Naval Reserve doctors who spend
approximately two weeks pf^r year on active duty with the Navy.
Four were clvilicm doctors who durlnj^ the war had served with
the Havy ajud who tlierefore were familiar with service problems
and the fitness report procedures. These doctors were dis-
tributed as to rank, ©Itl^er at present or when released from





Tl^ese doctors wor»e not selected at random, but chosen as to
their experience, present position and availability for In-
terview. At least one representative of every major department
in a naval hospital was included in this group.
It was attempted In each of these e3tploratory Inter-
views to have the conversation follow a definite pattern.

Following th« Introduction, in wMch the origin an4 tlio pur-
pose of the study WMB •xplained, a discuasion of the fallacies
of merit ratln^; aiid the present rating system in particular
was encourai^ed* It was found that followin^^ these two steps
the investigator and the Interviewee were usually on cc»maoa
ground and thinking in similar areas* ^e interviewee was then
questioned and drawn upon for areas of performance which might
be graded and an attempt inade to fomaulate specific questions
within each area during the interview. A positive effort was
Blade to have the interviewee fosnnulate the questions in his
own words and to elicit practical situations where these ques-
tions would apply* The fact that the investigator was not a
nedioaX man greatly facilitated this phase as most interviewees
•ewoed to feel that a cosiplete explanation of the areas and
questions was necessary for thorough undei»«tanding.
Notes were taken during the interviews and all perti-
nent thoughts were written up for reference after the termina-
tion of the interviews. To be sure that original thought was
contributed by each interview, a minlsiUBi of miggestions were
offered by the investigator and no refeiMtne* was made to in-
terviews which had previously been completod. The int©j?vlows
normally required Jfrom k$ ^o 90 minutes, though several ex-
tended well beyond two hours.
These interviews almost unanimously established four
main areas within which perfox^ance of naval medical officers




Intrftfloirrlce Cooperation and Intarest,
Patient Attitude,
Frofeesional Interest and Proficiency,
It became apparent during; the interviews that questions
relative to these areas would have to be medically specific
yet general enough in nature to »pp%y to the diversified duties
assigned naval medical officers. These duties include hospitcl
duty, dispensary duty, staff duty, medical field unit duty,
shipboard duty, aircraft squadron duty and research duty to
mention only a few. For the medical officer each of these du-
ties offers dlffeirent facilities, type patients, medical pro-
cedures, responsibilities and freedom of action*
The selection of a type of rating scale which would
encoBipass all of these various duties and deg]*eea of respon-
sibility without Imposing upon th© rater too great a degrae
of interpretation presented a problets. All rating scales in
use todfi^ were critically exsaained in the light of the rec^lre-
ments. ^e graphic rating scale because of its subllneal guid-
ing and explanatory stat^ients was selected as the Biost adapt-
able. With this scale a r-eneral question could be phrased, and
subllneal statentents adapted to this question in such a xaaziner
that mo^t medical situations would be included and interpreta-
tion would be held at a mininiuai* The uae of this scale would
also alleviate the necessity for carrying in mind standards
as to total range or different degrees of performance. As this
form would be a supplement It was felt that the simplicity of
checking along a line mitigated the additional work required

of & rater.
In many caaes, such aa detached duty with a amalX line
^OsmwJUA, It la Imposeible for a medical offloer to be rated
by a senior medical officor, and in auoh caaee it was consid*
ez*ed that the graphic ecalc would be of great a&alatance to a
line officer in more adequately appraising the medical officer *8
perforwance of duty. The line officer would be limited to
answering only statements which he was qualified to appraise.
All of the questions aad pertinent laforisation gath-
ej?ed in the e3g>loratory interriews were assendsled And con-
verted into questions suitable for use in a graphic rating
scale. Sublineal statements had not been gathered specifically
in these interviews but the detailed discussions which had
transpired dxiring the interviews greatly facilitated the in-
vestigator in composing these statements. Thirty-five questions
which did not contain too great an overlap resulted. Eight to
twelve sublineal stat^nente were cosnpoeed for each question.
As tlm majority of medical officer assigixaeats are in hospital
and dispensary duties, sublineal stateraents were primarily di~
rected towazni these duties.
Til© original twenty-two doctowi wore arain interviewed
in an effort to arrive at a pooled judgjoment as to which ques-
tions were the most indicative of standard performance of duty
and which sublineal statements best described the varying de-
grees of perfoiwance of the particular duty sou^^^ht by each
question. The questions and their sublineal atater^ents were
typed on sheets of paper, about four to a page, so that they
Na"Pers-3IOA
Date
THIS FORM HILL BE COMPLETED ON MEDICAL OFFICERS IN ADDITION TO AND IN CONJUNCTION KITH OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT
{NavPers-3IOA). |T WILL BE COMPLETED AND SIGNED BY THE SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER OF THE COMMAND OR THE REPORTING
SENIOR {IF A MEDICAL OFFICER). WHERE AN APPRAISAL BY A SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER IN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND IS IM-
POSSIBLE, ONLY (JUESTIONS MARKED BY AN ASTERISK WILL BE GRADED AND WILL BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING SENIOR WHO
SIGNS THE OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT.
NAME (LAST) { Fl RST ) (middle) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
SHIP OR STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (DATE FROM) (OATE TO)
NAME OF OFFICER COMPLETING THIS FORM (rank) (file no. OFFICIAL STATUS RELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED
ON
CHECK ALONG THE LINE THE DEGREE TO WHICH THIS OFFICER HAS PERFORMED OR EXHIBITED THE FUNCTIONS DESCRIBED
DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES BENEATH THE LINE ARE MERELY GUIDES TO INDICATE THE AMOUNT OR DEGREE OF THE FUNCTION REPRE-
SENTED ALONG THE LINE. NO ENTRY WHICH IS MADE ON THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED AN UNSATISFACTORY REPORT WHICH
MUST BE REFERRED TO THE OFFICER FOR STATEMENT. DO NOT HESITATE TO HARK "NOT OBSERVED" ON ANY QUESTION WHERE
APPROPRIATE. ANY ENTRIES MADE IN AN "OUTSTANDING" BOX WILL REQUIRE A SPECIFIC STATEMENT IN SECTIOH 22 AS TO
WHAT THIS OFFICER HAS DONE TO BE OUTSTANDING.
PRESCRIBED NAVAL DUTIES.
1. How well does this officer supervise and maintain records and reports as prescribed by Bu M 4 S Manual?
I 1 1
A'.Ot DOESN'T KNOW LEAVES TO CLERtCAL OCCASIONALLY 'SPOT* INSURES THAT GENER- ADEQUATELY SUPERVISES Out-
Ob- WHAT IS REQUIRED. CORPSMEN. CHECKS RECORDS ALLY ADMINISTERED PREPARATION AND Stand-
servei and reports. properly. maintenance. ing
2. How v/ell does this officer carry out an active campaign of preventative medicine?
I—I I
flot WILL IMMUNIZE WILL LECTURE WHEN MEETS CONDITIONS OCCASIONALLY SUGGESTS ANTICIPATES AND TAKES Out-
Ob- WHEN DIRECTED. REQUESTED. WHEN THEY BECOME LECTURES AND CHECKS MEASURES TO PREVENT. Stund-
served apparent. immunizations. ing
3. How well does this officer take an active interest in ship or station hygiene and sanitation?
I I I
Hot PERFORMS ONLY INVESTIGATES COM- OCCASlbNALLY SUG- INSPECTS INFORMALLY VIGOROUSLY CARRIES Cut-
Ob- ROUTINE INSTRUC- PLAINTS PROMPTLY. GESTS GROUP ON OWN INITIATIVE. OUT INSTRUCTION AND StOTld-
served tion and inspec- instruction. inspections. ii?
TIONS.
INTRASERVICE COOPERATION AND INTEREST.
4. How well does this officer cooperate with other corps of the Navy?
^
I I
liot considers MOST ONLY AS REQUIRED WILL COOPERATE MAKES AN EFFORT TO WILL GO OUT OF HIS Oilt-
Ob- REQUESTS AN BY REGULATIONS. WHEN ADVANTAGEOUS CARRY OUT REASONABLE WAY TO COOPERATE. StOTllJ-
served imposition. to him. request. ing
a




jVot MIXES ONLY TENDS TO LIMIT CON- OCCASIONALLY MIXES MIXES WELL WITH IS AN ASSET TO ANY Out-
Ob- WHEN REQUIRED. TACTS TO MEDICAL WITH OTHER OFFICERS OTHER OFFICERS. GATHERING. Stand-
served officers. i"^
PATIENT ATTITUDE.
6. How much interest does this officer display toward his patients?
,__| I
Hot TREATS ALL OCCASIONALLY CON- GENERALLY CONSIDERS DISPLAYS ACTIVE EXTENDS HIMSELF TO Out-
Ob- PATIENTS WITH AN SIOERS PATIENTS THE FEELINGS OF INTEREST TOWARD CONSIDER PATIENTS Stoid"
served impersonal atti- individually. the patient. patients. individually. ing
TUDE.
7. Does this officer display an active Interest in all patients regardless of rank or rate?
I ^ I
Hot TENDS TO LIMIT TENDS TO HAVE CORPS- WILL MINISTER IN- GENERALLY MINISTERS ALWAYS MINISTERS TO Out-
Ob- HIS PRACTICE TO MEN HANDLE ROUTINE TERESTING ENLISTED TO ENLISTED AND ENLISTED AND OFFICERS Stond-
served officers. sick call. cases. officers alike. alike. ing
8. To what extent has there been any favorable or adverse patient comment-concerning this officer's
performance of duty?
A
Hot patients complain several PATIENTS NO COMMENT SEVERAL PATIENTS PATIENTS PRAISE Out-
Ob- AND AVOID HIS COMPLAIN ABOUT EITHER WAY. COMMENT FAVORABLY. ACTIONS AND SEEK StOfKJ-
served services. treatment. services. ing
9. How punctual is this officer about his appointments?
.
J
Hot INCONSIDERATE OF TENDS TO DISREGARD OCCASIONALLY KEEPS SELDOM KEEPS MAKES EVERY EFFORT ''"'".
Ob- STAFF AND SCHEDULE. STAFF AND PATIENTS PATIENTS WAITING. TO BE ON TIME. Stand-












tot MUST BE PRODDED WAITS T(LL 1 T^T NORMALLY KNOWS DEVOTES ADEQUATE KEEPS HIMSELF WELL IN- Ollt^OO- TO READ CURRENT COMES COMMON PRAC ABOUT ONE THIRD TIME TO KEEPING SELF FORMED THROUGH READ- Storfl-served literature. tice before in. of the advance- reasonably informed. ing and discussion ins
VESTIGATING. MENTS.





Hot WILL N-T TRY ANY- MUST BE PRODDED TO OCCASIONALLY SUG- ALWAYS OPEN MINDED IS FREQUENTLY SUG- Ouit^00- THING TILL IT IS INVESTIGATE A NEW GESTS NEW IN THE DISCUSSION OF GESTING TRIAL OF NEW stOTld-served common practice, method. techniques. new developments. methods. ing
12. To what extent does this officer try to supplement his present knowledge by additional study, research
or academic attendance?
*°' DOES NOT con. DOES MUCH TALKING OCCASIONALLY MAKES PERIODICALLY DEVOTES CONTINUALLY TRIES TO OuF-06- SIOER THIS BUT LITTLE DOING. AN EFFORT. TIME FOR THIS ADVANCE HIS KNOWLEDGE Stond-
servei important. purpose. i„g
13. What is this officer's medical specialty? i
PERCENT OF PRESENT DUTY DEVOTED TO THIS SPECIALTY?
6 ^ 2^ 3^ ^ S 6^ % 3o ^ rto




*0t HAS MADE NO IS CONSIDERING PRE- IS PREPARING FOR IS IN THE PROCESS OF HAS BEEN CERTIFIED





IS. How proficient is this officer regarding laboratory techniques?
I I
. IHot NEEDS ASSISTANCE CAN INTERPRET CAN OBSERVE AND CAN CHECK UNDERSTANDS TECHNIQUES Cvt-
Ob- IN ANALYSING RESULTS. CORRECT GROSS TECHNICIAN'S WORK AND THEIR APPLICATION. starid-
served results. errors.





Hot IS COMPLETELY BECOMES SLIGHTLY REACTS NORMALLY «M VERY CAPABLE. SELDOM ANTICIPATES SITUATIONS. Out
Ob- BEFUDDLED BY UN- CONFUSED AND WITH MODERATE AT A LOSS.
served usual situations, excited. effectiveness.
17. How well does this officer receive suggestions or advice?
I 1 J enHot resents being told welcomes from seniors, receives with usually welcomes weighs carefully and Out-
Ob- how to do things, but resents from reservations. with sincerity. reaches own decision. stand-
served EQUALS OR JUNIORS. ing
nS. Does this officer seek advice when in doubt?
L I
I
I/Ot MUDDLES THROUGH. OCCASIONALLY DtS- SEEKS ADVICE WHEN INVARIABLY SEEKS SEEKS ADVICE AND Out-
Ob- CUSSES COMPLEX CASES. PROGNOSIS IS NOT ADVICE WHEN IN OPINIONS RATHER THAN stand-
served clear. doubt. chance mistake. ing
19. To what extent does this officer go out of his way to follow the progress of a difficult case through
to completion?
I L_ I
*0t leaves care to visits patient visit patient occasionally 'look in' DEVOTES ALL TIME Out-
Ob- nurses and irregularly. ROUTINELY ONLY. WHEN NOT ON DUTY. SERIOUSNESS OF THE Stand-
served corpsmen case demands. ing
20. To what extent does this officer make an effort to train the corpsmen under his direction?
U,—! I
Mot NEVER DEVOTES ONLY WHEN IT WILL WILL STOP AND EX- TAKES PRIDE IN TRAIN- CONSISTENTLY DEVOTES Out~
ob- TIME. DECREASE HIS WORK. PLAIN CONDITIONS ING ASSISTANTS. EXTRA TIME AND EFFORT. Staud-
served and procedures. ing
21. The number of medical officers in this rank attached to the command at this time is If these
officers were arranged in order, consider ing over-all usefulness to the Navy, from highest (No. I)
to poorest, this officer would be No. of the total group.
22. (Comments relative to outstanding performance)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON ( Only if tkis Completed fOTHl
has been shewn tc the officer reported on,
J




could b« eftslly perused, After the fourth interview of the
•eeond series, it becmae apparent to the investigator that the
questimis and their sublineaX statements were being presented
to thB doctors In a very cumbrous and unwieldy manner which
prevented them from making unhampered choice and re-tirraigiaient.
To alleviate this situation the questions alone were typed on
shoots of paper, such that th» interviewee could eitlier aoeept,
reject or re-phraae a question without being influenced by the
list of sublineal statements* t}y» etiblineal statements were
typed on individual cards such that they eould be arranged in
any order desired and the most appropriate could be segregated.
This procedure greatly ej^edited tlie interviews and brofught
forth many more fniitfixl cormi^ents, critioisma and siiggesti^ns*
Of the original tIUrt^*five questions, seventeen were ellmlnatecl
and two new questions added during this interview phase* Bub-
lineal statements were selected for eaeh question by having
each doctor choose five stateinents which best described a
continuum of perfo3?E!anc© within the bracket of what be con-
sidered perfomianee standards. The final sublineal statements
were then selected on the basis of frequency of eholoe and
ranking* th»Be guiding sublineal statements, in many cases,
were purposely selected so as to differentiate asnong competent
Individuias*
The construction of the supple^iental rating fons
(Figure 2) presented an opportunity to incorporate several




found in military merit rating, Plrat, an outataadlnij elaa-
alfication was added to all questions where It wbs appropriate
i
An entry made in any outstanding classification box jroquirea
that tlie rater make a specific statement in writing at thjd
conclusion of the report as to what the individual has done
t© be considered outstaiiding for that particular question. This
feature is baaed on the premiss that most raters are reticent
to make written statements and will only do so when there Is
Justified cause. If this is the case, extremely cosripefcent in-
dividuals will acquire outstanding marks over a period of time
that will distinijuish them from merely competent individuals.
Second, the question*
The nLgabcr of medical officers in this rank attached
to the coRusiaad at tMs tiise is ? If these of-
ficers were arrtaiged in order considering over-all
usefulness to the Mxvf, tnam highest (Ho« 1) to
poorest, this officer would be No. of the
total group*,
wM adapted from a similar question found on the U.S, 4i>nj
Efficiency Report.^ Its inclusion in this foiwi is not for the
apparent reason of ranking the offleers being rated, Xt is not
intended that this question be considered by any reviewing
authorities. The intent and purpose of its inclusion is to
force the rater to approximate a nonaal distribution in the
assignment of his marks* For example « in a situation where an
officer has been ranked as Ho* 9 out of ele-ven officers, the
Wesson, JCtonald E., Forced Ghoice-The Hew Army gating .
Personnel Psychology, v, 1, Ho* 3, Autxafiin, Iplj^iJ., pp» 3'05-3<^a.




mtiag officer will find it ejctrem«ly h«ird to Justify to him*
••If th« incongruity of •xtrem.^lj high marklnga for thi« of-
ficer* It is realised that it is almost humanly imposaible to
guarantee that reviewing!; authorities will not consider this
numerical oonparison* liowever^ precepts convening selection
boards can specifically require that this question be diare-
garded or it can be deleted fz*oei the auamariea provided to
theae boards*
The twenty final questiona gained from the interviews
were constructed and incorporated auch that the high end of
each acale waa at the right hand aide of the page* Though raaixy
writers sii£;ge»t that the "halo** effect can be diiainlahed by
reveralni;; the high enda of a rating acale at random in order
to force the rater to carefully read each question» a atudy
by He^aaera and Brandenburg^ Ijt^liea that this doea not aigni-
ficantly alter the reaulta* In order to append the outa tending
olaaaification to all queationa and a till preaent a unifozvi
doctje^ent it waa decided that the conventional fonn would be uaed*
Xnatructiona at the head of the fozvi were deaigned to
coincide with those contained in the atandard fitneaa report
foffB« Only additional instructiona which do not conflict with
current directivee were included*
Oreater aiaphaaia than ia dlacemable in the preaent
fitneaa report fon/i waa placed upon the deairability of the
%eiamera, K,H. and Brandenburg, (J*C*, Experimental
Data on the Purdue uatja/^ Scale for Teachera .« Educational
AdKiiniatration and Superviaion, XIII, IJov* 1927» PP» 519-527.
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rater diacusaing the completed report with the ratee. This waa
done by requiring the ratce'a algnatiire only if the oenpleted
report had been aiiotm to hlu. With this showing it la aaaumed
that a diacuesion will result* Thla In aubstance carriea out
the conelualona arrived at in a study conducted by Zdeutenant
Cosmaander W,A. Hoble, VISVr on the role of dlacusslon In U.S.
Naval Fltnesa Reports. He strongly recomsiended that dlacusslon
between rater and rates be encouraged but not made mandatory,
F;valuatlnK the Supplement .
The medical officer *s supplemental fitness report form
as constructed at this point represented the thoughts and
opinions of a relatively small selected sample of naval medi-
cal officers and civlliim doctors with naval e;}^erlenoe. Bf
the nature of this sroup*s present duty and location; i.e.,
eontlaental Ixospital, dispensary, staff and civilian practice,
it was realised that the formulation and solection of questions
would be biased by their present spheres of interest and there-
fore not directly applicable to the H&val Medical Corps in all
locations. It was considered essential that an evaluative
questlouiaire be designed In such a manner, that when sent to
a random 8a»5)le of the complete Medical Corps, it would not
only evaluate the supplemental fitness report form but also
reveal those biases, ©licit infonaation which had been over-
looibad and furnish agi*6ement in areas where attitudes concurred.
^Hoble, 'A, A., The Effect of Discugsion in Evaluating
Hayal Qffioez^ . Unpublished toaster's Thesis, Northwestern
University, Aug. 19k^*
MEDICAL OFFICER'S QUESTIONNAIRE
It is requested that this questionnaire be completed with reference to Enc . (A) and
returned to the officer conducting this study. All comments will be considered CONFIDEN-
TIAL and for use only as abstractions in this study.
1. Hank? ^U. S. Navy.
2. Years of Naval N-edical Service?. years.
3. Indicate any questions which you consider particularly pertinent and indicative of the
qualities desired of a sincere and competent Naval \iedical Officer?
1. 6. 11. 16. 21.
2. 7. 12. 17.
3. 8. 13. 18.
4. 9. 14. 19.
5. 10. 15. 20.
Comments (if desired)^^
Indicate any ques1u.ons which you consider superfluous or which in your opinion do not
fairly describe a quality desirable in a Naval Medical Officer?
1. 6. 11. 16. 21.
2 '. 7. 12. 17.
3. 8. 13. 18.
4. 9. 14. 19.
5. 10. 15. 20.
Comments (if desired).
5. In addition to the questions stated in the supplement are there other! specific ques-
tions which you feel would more adequately appraise a Naval Medical Officer?
Considering the normal Naval medical administrative situation; do you believe it pos-
sible for the senior medical officer to appraise and rate the professional performance
of duty of a medical officer under his direction?
i^elieve it can be accomplished with accuracy.
Believe an officer can usually be appraised and rated accurately.
Believe that it is generally a "hit or miss" proposition.
Believe it will usually result in an unreliable appraisal.
Believe that it is impossible to appraise and rate another medical officer.
Comments (if desired) ^_^__^_
Do you think that this supplement (corrected and revised by your and other comments)
when used with the regular fitness report (NavPers-310A) will adequately appraise the
true value of a Naval Medical Officer?
Think that this addition is an excellent method of appraisal.
Think that the addition of the supplement is an improvement.
Think that this is a step in the right direction.
Think that this supplement is unnecessary with the present fitness report.
Think that this is the wrong approach to the problem.
Comments (if desired).
Do you think that a line officer can adequately appraise the performance of duty of a
medical officer under his command? (the supplemental form not considered)
.
Think that he can appraise very accurately.
Think that most of the time he can appraise accurately.
Think that it is a matter of chance.
FIGURE 3.
VEMCAL OFFICEfl'S QUESTIONNAIKE (Continued)
Think that he will seldom appraise accurately.
Think that it is impossible.
Conmients (if desired).
Indicate the questions that you consider could be answered by a line officer when rat-
ing a medical officer under his command?
1. 6. 11. 16. 21
2. 7. 12. 17.
3. 8. 13. 18.
4. 9. 14. 19.
5. 10. 15. 20.
Comments (if desired).
10. If you think that any question or its sublinear statements could be improved please
make your suggestions below.
Ques. no.















DEPARTMENT OF NAVAL SCIENCE
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
Date. 29 March 1949
From: Commander Robert M. Harper, USN.
To :
Subject: Appraisal of Form for Medical Officer's Supplem.ental Fitness
Report, Request for.
Enclosures: (A) Form for Medical Officer's Supplemental Fitness Report.
(B) Medical Officer's Questionnaire.
1. In order to more adequately and fairly appraise the professional
performance of staff corps officers, better methods of evaluating are be-
ing sought. The originator is conducting research under the auspices of
the Research Section of BuPers, Naval Post-graduate School and Northwestern
University. An attempt is being made to determine the feasibility and
practicability of supplements to the standard fitness report form for staff
members. You have been chosen as a member of a selected group of medical
officers to appraise the preliminary supplement for the evaluation of
medical officers.
2. This study had its inception in the many comments and complaints
of both staff and line officers as to the inadequacies of the present fit-
ness report form, for properly and completely evaluating the performance of
duty of staff officers.
3. Enclosure (A) is based upon systematic interviews with a sample
of medical officers. From these interviews areas of performance and
specific differentiating questions within each major area were established.
Questions have been included in this preliminary form which are contro-
versial in nature so as to investigate existing attitudes on these subjects
and will not necessarily be included in any final recommendations. Two
features have been incorporated in this form which have not previously
appeared on naval rating forms:
a. An "outstanding" classification has been added which re-
quires a specific supporting statement as to why the
individual is outstanding.
b. The "unsatisfactory" classification has been eliminated
from this form^ The guiding sublineal statements used,
in many instances, have been purposely stated so as to
differentiate among competent individuals.
4. It is respectfully requested that Enclosure (b) be completed and
returned to the originating officer after carefully considering Enclosure
(a). It is not necessary that the questionnaire be signed. Any comments
which are made will be held in the strictest confidence and only used, free





It w«« also oon«ldex*ed advisable that this evaluative question-
naire sample the attitude of medical officers relative to fit*
noes reportirv^ procediures.
The liedlcal Orflcer's Questionnaire (Figure 3) vb» dm^
signed to accomplish these objectives. The flrnt two questions
asking for rank and ^/^©ars of medical service were included in
order that attltudinal diiTerences night be i»evealed relative
to rank and length of service. Space was left following eaeh
question in order to afford those ccxiipletlng the queetionnalrs
an ample opportunity to fully e^ond their views* Space was
also left at the conclusion of the questiomialre for any ad-
ditional o<»nmenta relative to the study that they oared to aake.
Saaiplinc. Procedure ,
The questionnaire^ supplemental medical officer's
ratin^; form aiid a^i official covering letter (Figure Ij.) wore
sent to a raiidom sample composed of twenty percent of the
re.^ular officers attached to tiie U,S, i^avy Medical Corpg. This
amounted to two hundred and seventy siedloal officers. This
sapiple wad alK>sen by selectint^ every fifth name frotri tlid active
list of tlie 0,3» ^avy Medical Corps, In this way numbers In
each r&iik would also be proportional to that found in the com-
plete Medical Corps and the sample would actually be classified
ad a fitratificd randosa sample*
Validity and lielJability .
The validity of ratings Is an extremely elusive factor
to ascertain. In xaost instances^ as with the llaval Service,
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t}aai»o is no objective criterion with whleh it can be oorralatod.
Rank and rate of advaaceneat might ba oonaidered but these are
the results of lorii^th of service and past ratings of tanknoim
validity, ysln,'; a laoro olomeatary approach, the validity of
ratln^js Is dependent upon two factors, the rater and the forw
which is uadd« That the rater extiibits bias and prejudice is
known and to combat this it is acknowledged that all raters
atust be trained for their tasks, The fojan to be valid raust
provide adequate instructions to the rater and contain <iues-
tlons which adequately sample the pertinent requirements of
the job.
The process of sending tbs supplemental fitness report
form to a sample of the Naval Medical Corps for appraisal is
An altetapt to ax*rive at a pooled judgement which will indicate
which questions ar© valid for the appraisal of a medical of-
ficer's duties. Those wMch are approved as particularly per«
tinent by a significant majority will be considered as valid
questions.
The reliability of a rating scale can be estimated in
a nia&ber of ways. Some of these include: (1) detexrsinlng
whether the ratings made by a person conform roughly to a
noKnal distribution curve, (2) by noting the agreement of
ratez*8 with each other when rating a common ratee, (3) by
oomparing successive ratings by the saiae man* l*he interne
training pi^graa conducted at the G3?©at Lakes Naval Hospital
offered the opportunity to investigate the reliability of the
supplemental form by the first two metliods. fhe nine internes
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attached to the hospital were required to work In each depart-
ment under close supervision for a period of time as part of
their training* Six Chiefs of Service under whom these In-
ternes were or had worked were asked to rate each Interne on
the supplemental fitness report fonn. In this manner the marks
assigned by each rater could be plotted and compared for a
normal distribution curve. The ratings that each Interne re-
ceived could also be plotted and compared for agreement among
raters. Th9 degree of agreement would permit a fair estimation
of reliability of the foiro.
It was felt that both medical ofrioers and qualified
line officers should agree on which questions on the medical
form could be satisfactorily answered by a line officer. In
addition to including an Inquiry regarding this in the evalua-
tive questionnaire to the medleal officers^ twenty line of-
ficers, in the rank of captain or ca^iinander who had had con-
mand ejq;>erienoe, were interviewed and asked to review the sup-
plemental form and indicate which questions they considered
themselves qualified to answer. Although this Is only a small
sample of line officer's opinion. It does permit comparison
with information received on the medical questionnaire.
^uegtlonnali*e Results .
Sixty-four percent or one himdred and 8event;/-two medi-
cal officers of the sample had returned their questionnaires
at the end of a two months period. This reduced the sample
studied from 20>^ to 12.65?^ of the total Naval Medical Corps.
It was necessary to allow no longer than this for the question-
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naires to b* returned Xn order to complete an aniilyale of the
data. The return* received during the flrat month, fifty-four
percent, were eoisipared with the retuma received durinc the
aecond month, ten percent. It vaa found that there waa no ap-
preciable differences In attitude between the two groupe. It
is aaaiZBied that no markedly different information would have
been found in the queationnalrea returned too late for the
analyaia.
The percentage retuma of the questionnaires was ap-
proximately the a«ae for each rank. The returns for Lieutenants
(junior grade) were about twelve percent below those of other
ranks but it Is bellevad that this ccui be ejQ>lained by either
or both of two factors. First, the median length of service
for Lieutenants (junior grade) was two years and most indicated
that they did not feel qualified to ejg;»ress themselves on all
aspects of fitness reporting or professional proficiency*
^eond, the majority of Lieutenants (junior grade) to whon the
questlotmaire was sent were stationed aboard ship or beyond
the continental liisits of the United States, This smaller re-
turn might indicate either disinterest or mall aervlce dif-
fioulties and delays,
Heturns indicated that the doctors sampled had a posi-
tive interest in tlie subject and had devoted considerable time
and thought to eoei^leting tlm questionnaires, Most doctors had
utilised tlie space provided for additional c^ismeats. Approxi-
mately five percent appended a personal letter in order to more
fully and completely ejqpress themselves*'
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In analyzing t}iA ro turns received from the aaciple of
medical offlcarsy each question from the aupplement and the
questionnaire will be ooxisidered individually in order that a
final revised supplemental rating form may be constructed. The
niBBerieally tabulated results for the questions of the supple-
mental rating foxw are included in Appendix B and C. The nu-
merically tabulated results for the questions of the evaluative
questioruaaire are Included in Appendix 0,
The determination as to whether a question was con~
sldered pairticularly pertinent or superfluous by the saaple was
based on a Majority indication* The majority being considered
as giMsater than SOf^ of the questionnaires returned* Fifty-two
percent of the sample might consider a question particularly
pertinent, though by statistical probability this would not
mean that this percentage could be projected to the entire
Kedical Corps with any degree of certainty* Therefore, questions
were considered as accepted by a significant majority when the
Statistical probability of the percentage indicated with rea-
sonable certainty that the entire Medical Corps would approve
tMs question by a greater than ^Ofi majority* Thus a question
that was approved by 6^^ of the senile , could be considered as
being app3?oved by a Majority of the entire Medical Corps.
Question 1 of the Supplemental Fitness Report Form asks:
*'How well does tMs oiTlcor supez*vise and maintain records and
reports as prescribed by Bu« M & S Manual?" It was considered
particularly pertinent by a significant majority of 62.8^^ of
the ssiDiple* This question was considered superfluous by 5*^^

of th« temple* Relatively few connients were offered on this
question. The following conwente a3?e typical of the onee ex-
pressed*
Appllee mainly to eenior offlo«rs doing administpatlve
work*
nrould hold only for shipboard and field duty*
Delete entirely - adnlnistratlv© procedures are not
taught in Medical School*
A very ^ood question.
Ihe following suggestions were offered to improve this question*
Pjrefer the word "Ine^qperienced" for "doesn't know
what is z^qai]«ed*"
I would specifically mention the Health Record* I have
found that the ability to put out a pertinent, well
organised Health Hecord to be one of the best criteria
of a good l&»l>m
itophasis should be on patient's clinical records,
rather than that which can be perforsaed by hospital
Qorpwmmi, suoh as sick Xlst# eto*
!in3S9e suggettions are pertinent but are considered to
restrict tlie for« to specific duties rather than make it ap-
plicable to the entire Medical Corps* All of the specific
records mentioned in the suggestions are reqiiired by Bu. M St
S Manual* This question will be retained in the final revision
of the Supplemental Forw,
Fifty and six tenths percent on the s«aple considered
that this question could be answered by a line officer. Thirty
percent of trie line officers considered that they wez*e quali-
fied to answer this question. Tills question will not be marked
by an asterisk as one that a line officer will answer*
Question 2 was considered particularly pertinent by
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69*2% of the •ample. Thla is a signifleant majority. It was
con8ldez»ad superriuous by 5 •3/1 of tho sample. Tlils question
asks: "How well does this orticer carry out an active oampai^pi
or preventive medioinet" Tho predoanlnant ocKoment to this ques-
tion was to Infonn the investigator that the spelling was
"preventive" and not "preventative" as it had been spelled on
the form. Other comrients were to tiie effect that this question
would not apply to liospital duty and that there was an overlap
between this question and question number 3. These two points
were realised wlien the questions were originated but their in-
dividual importance « when they were applicable, was considered
great enough to warrant their inclusion. This question will be
included on the revised supplemental fozfn*
The sample » by a return of 55*7^» considered that this
question could be answered by a line officer. All of the line
officers considered that they were qualified to answer this
question. Though the SiBsple did not present a significant ma-
jority, tiie line officer response seems to indicate that this
question could be given a service trial* This question will be
designated by an asterisk as a question that a line officer
will answer*
"How well does this officer take an active interest
in ship or station }i;jFgiene and sanitation?", which was question
3» was considered particularly pertinent by 73«9>» of the sam-
ple. 2?hls is a siipaifleant majority. Three and one half peroent
of the ssmple considered this question superfluoxjis • Gonunents
on this question a^~aln pointed out the overlap with question 2.
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This question will b« Included on tlie pevl««d BupplOi^ental foz^,
A Bi&\ii'iam\t inajorlty, 76.6;^' of tho sample, consld«r«d
that thi« question could be ftzuiwez»od by a line offlcftr. All of
th» line officers coiisidered that th«y w^r© qualified to anaver
thia question. This question will ba dasignated by an astarlak
mm a quastion tliat a line officer will aiuiwer*
Typical coramenta on qusstlon I4., wMoh aakss "H^fV w«ll
does thia offioep cooperate wltfa other corpa of the Navy?*,
wares
Cozutider tMs question very ©sseatial,
lias a place.
Depends upon attitude of reporting senior.
Too subjective*
B^m» officers ooop«>rate to the detriment of medical
professional standards and are a distinct haxai'd to
tliose trying to do ijoaest work.
Include intra and interaervice cooperation.
This question was considered particularly pertinent by 62«5J^
of the ssstple. Thia is a sig}:iifioant majority. This question
wan considered superfluous by 13* J4^ of the ssmple. It will be
included on tiie revised supplemental fona.
A significant majority, 06.7^ of the sample, considered
that this question could be a^iswexNsd by a line officer. Ninety
percent of the line officers considered that they were quali-
fied to answer this question. This question will be designated
by an asterisk as a question that a line officer can answer.
Question 5 it«lc8: "How well does this officer mix with
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SMubers of other corps of the NaTj?" It was oonsidsrsd par-
ticularly pertinsnt by only 30.2/^ of th« sample • However
,
1|.0«1 ' of the sample thought that this question was superfluous*
fhe following eoimnents are typical of those which were expressed.
Of great significance and value in estimating an
officer's fitness,
A wide interpretation. A*! have seen some that spend
too much tii»e mixing*
Should be omitted because to me it iBq;>lies costly
cocktail parties of which and in which there is too
much drizikini;.
Has no bearing on his qualities as a good medical
officer.
He may be a good mixer but too busy to mix.
Offers opportunity for personal dislikes to cloud
the issue.
The lack of enthusiasm displayed toward this question and the
high percentage considering it superfluous implies that this
is not a valid question and that it should be dropped fresi the
supplemental form.
A large percentage « 3l4..3^ of the sample , considered
that this question could be answered by a line officer. Of the
line officers » 9$% considerod that they were qualifiad to
answer this question.
Question 6 was considered particularly pertinent by
Qlmh^ of the sample* This is a significant majority. This quea-
tion was considered superfluous by $^2% of the saatq^la. Inhere
were no e^^mients submitted on this question though six doctors
s\tggested that the sublineal statements were iisproperly ar-




ProgMiaslon from Impersonal attitude to individual
conaideration aeeina Improper to me in that both of
these traits are necessary in good practice.
4t this question was accepted by such a large majority without
additional eoaatient it does not syppear wise to ehange the sub-
lineal statei^ents for such a small minority. This question will
be included in the revised supplement*
Of tlie sample > 30 .S)' oonsidez^ed that a line officer
could answer this question* Only one of the line officers con-
sidered that he waA qualified to answer this question. This
question will not be asterisked for a line officer to answer.
^'Does this officer display an active interest in all
patients regardless of rank or rate?", was question 7 and was
considered particularly pertinent by 6^.7^ of the sample. This
is a significant majoi^ity. This question was considered super-
fluous by l6*9^ of the sample. Comments on this question varied
greatly. IHie following comments are typical of those received.
Appendicitis knows no rank or rate.
I feel is imcalled for. I believe few medical officers
take rank into consideration. Hank is lost when either
officer or enlisted are admitted to sick list. An
Admiral has no more rank than a seaman*
In 35 y««J*» of service I have never seen a doctor
dirferentlate between patients aa to rank. I suppose
it does occur, but I have not seen it.
With present average set-up most medical officers
are forced to eater to rank.
Pld you ever treat an Admiral?
To me this is the moat important question of the group.
Tim rate or rank of a patient should nevr be considered
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by a medical officer. Unfortunately this le frequently
not the oaae* There are also "politicians" In the
liedlcal Corps.
This question will be Included in the iwvleed supplemental form.
It was considered that this question could be answered
by a line officer by 30,2^ of tlie sample* Fifty percent of the
line officers considered that they were qualified to answer
this question. Tixls question will not be asterisked for a line
officer to answer.
Typical coiimexits on question 3 which asksi "fo what
extent hae there been any favorable or adTerse patient ocnraent
concerning this officer's performance of dutyt**, were:
Patients are not qualified to judge a doctor*
When patient llk»B a doctor 9 out of 10 say nothing.
One who for some reason does not Ilk© him will c<Ha-
plain and find fault and makes hinself very audible
about it*
i^ives tiie patient a chance to influence reports of
fitness. I believe this to be out of the patient's
jurisdiction.
Is totally unreliable as a guide to a doctor's ability.
Borne adverse co]is<)ent is xmavoldable.
JPartleularly approve of this question. Patient at*
titude has ti&ver been considered in evaluating a
medical officer before, but it is important in morale,
particularly as we are under pressure to "keep as
many men at as many gtins, etc.**
fhls question was considered particularly pertinent by 35»W
of the sample, flowevar, 37*^ of the ssmple considered that
this question was superfluoiis*
Several doctors offered the sugigestion that this ques-
tion could be improved by inserting the word "justified** to
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modify "eOMBMnt" in the btuiie question* The general tone of
the cosoctnents and the percentage of the •ample indicating this
question as superfluouB precludes any attempts to salva/^e this
question for inclusion In the supplemental rating form.
Fifty percent of the sample considered that this ques-
tion could be answered by a line officer, Seventy^five pezHsent
of the line officers considered that they were qualified to
answer this question*
Question 9 asks: "How punctual is this officer about
his appointaaents?" It was considered particularly pertinent
by 53»5^ of the s«nple. This was not a significant majority.
It was considered superfluous by l6.3^ of the ssKple. 2^hs few
eQnB&ents that were siade to this question were unanimously
against its inclusion on tim form* The followia.; cojm;ents are
typical of the attitudes ejipressed.
Does not take into consideration that the larr^er part
of a medical officer's duties are not on an appoint-
ment schedule.
Punctuality is secondary to results « amount of work
and long hours.
Is trite.
Makes no allowance for the unpredictable which occurs
in some branches more than others. I fail to s@e
where anything as individualistic as the practice of
good medicine can be regimented.
Only one suj^gestion was offered to improve this ques-
tion. This recommended that the word "unnecessarily^ be added
to the sublineal statements "Occasionally keeps staff and pa-
tients waiting" and"Seldom keeps patients waiting.** The small
majority achieved by this question makes it exceedingly un-
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oertain as to whuther it vould be accepted by the oonplete
Medical Corps. In the light of this evidence It seene advis-
able that ttila question be dropped from the supplemental form.
Of the sample » 5U*7^< oonaldex*ed that this question
could be answered by a line officer, Eighty percent of the
line officers considered that they were qualified to answer
this question,
Question 10 was considered particularly pertinent by
77»l^i of the sample. This was a significant laajority. It was
oonsidei»ed superfluous by 5«2^ of the s«Bipld. Tlils question
askss ''How well does this officer keep hlriself Infomed by cur-
rent reading about new Medical techniques and developiaents7"
Only four coaoients were offered on this question. They ex-
pressed the following attitudes.
Would require a questloixnalre and file for each
medical officer to show what cui»rent medical lit-
erature he reads.
I wonder if the answer to this question can be pzKJved.
One medical officer took exception to a aubllneal statttment
by saying:
**Hormally knows about l/3» etc.", this nusiber Is a
shot in the dark and X think some general term
should be used.
This sublineal £?tatement has been weak since Its In-
ception aiid the subject of much discussion during the lntex»-
viows. Some doctors considered this figure too high and some
considered it too low depending upon the standards set in each
dopartmont. In order to make this applicable to all departments
»
this statement should be changed to read, "Is average In his
knowledge of advancements." This question as modified will be
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Included In the revised supplement
•
One liiedical officer considered that a line offle»»
coald answer this question. Hone of the line officers con-
sidered that they were qualified* Tjils question will not be
asterisked for a line officer to answer.
**IIow inquisitive Is this officer to e:xplore the poten-
tialities of now techniques or developBseats?**, was question 11
and was considered particularly pertinent by exactly 50/i of
the sample. It was considered superfluous by 12«8';o of the
ssnple* The cOGSsents olicitod by this qiieatlon we^^ most en-
lightening. The rollowln,{* car,ments aro typical of those ex-
pressed.
Perhaps should be deleted, as there are numerous
directives against eaqperlMsntation and adopting new
aethods before being tried by Bu, M & 3*s Hesearch
Unite
.
Is debatable a? Bome officers err by being too
enthusiastic about new and unproven teciiJilques,
Several medical officers 8U«r,gested that "accepted**
bo inserted before "new techniques" in tl^ betslc question. Ths
basic premise of tills question was to evaluate professional
lethargy as compared with professional initiative with relation
to accepted new techniques and developments* It is believed
that this correction would negate the adverse comments received
and make this question quite acceptable. In this new fora the
question will be Included on the revised si^plement
,
Two medical officers considered that this question
could be answered by a line officer. None of the line officers
considered that they were qualified to answer this question.
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Thit <|ueition will not be a0t«rlsk«d for a line offleer to
answer.
Question 12 asksi **To what extent does this officer try
to si^pXement his present knowledge by additional studj^ re-
search or aeadestlc attendance?" It was oonsldered particularly
pGz»tlnent by a slgnlfloant majority of 73*3^» It was considered
superfliious by d«2^* Only one eosBoent was subnitted on this
question and it indicated that the doctor considered this ques-
tion very Important* This question will be included on the re-
vised supplemental font.
Only $mZ% of th» sasi^le considered that this question
oould be answered by a line officer* None of tiie line officers
considered that they were qualified* It will not be asterisked
for a line officer to answer.
T^/pical eomments on question 13 which asks: **What Is
this offlcer*s specialty?** and th^in askSf "Percent of px^esent
duty devoted to this specialty?" « were:
The Navy needs doctors who are {^ood all aroimd
general practitioners* I would rather see a question
such as ''how good a general practitioner is this
medical officer."
Delete^
Would serve a ^^ood purpose if ever looked at at Bureau
level. One should read percent of tins left doctor to
practice medicine after his completion of collateral
duties.
This question is especially good*
If general practice Is included^ it pz*obably is a
desirable question, but there are many excellent
physicians who prefer general practice*

.2d.
This question was considered particularly pertinent by i^i^d^
of the ssmple. Eighteen percent of the sample considered this
question superfluous*
This question was originally conceived on the premise
that it might furnish reviewing authorities with practical in-
formation concerning the utilization of specially trained per-
sonnel, ^t would also serve to possibly explain any unusual
ratings. It is evident that this question would offer little
toward a pure performance evaluation* This question will not
be included on the revised supplement.
Of the sample » 29«7^C thought a line officer could an-
swer this question. Twenty percent of the line officers con-
sidered they were qualified,
Question li^ was considered particularly pertinent by
3€(^ of the sfsiple while 30«d:^ considered It superfluous. This
question asksj '^To what extent has this officer attempted to
achieve certification in his specialty?" The many comments
received were almost unanimously against its inclusion in the
foxia. The following coRmiants are typical of those eiipressed
on this question.
"Gertlficatlon" is not the Utopia in the practice of
mediolise •
It is well for tti» Kavy to have a lar^e number of
specialists or board m^n but we must not overlook
the fact that a medical officer Is supposed to spend
2/5 of his time at sea and during sea duty he must
be a general practitioner.
Specialization Is sometimes more a matter of cliance
than of choice. Certification Is not a necessary
qualiricatlon for a medical officer.
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Xmplles that all laedical officers should bs "certified",
such Is not desired or planned*
This question is especially good.
Is more relevant to a doctor *8 ambitions for a post-
naval career than to his worth aa a medical officer.
Many important and necessary duties of naval medical
officers are not recognised by any of the boards. If
an officer carries out assignments he often forfeits
for years the opportunity of oertifioation. Present
enphasis on board certification is one of the causes
for yoxm.'^ officers leaving or refusing to coirie into
the service.
Tlift low percentage considering this question pertinent
and the tone of tlie coimnents establishes beyond a doubt that
this question should not be Included on the revised supplement.
It was cojiisidered that a line officer could answer
this question by 11*6;^' of the s staple « i^one of the line officers
eonsidei^d theimselvas qualified.
"How proficient is this officer regarding laboratory
teeJtiniques?"* was question 1$» Xt was considex»ed particularly
pertinent by 3ij.*9?^ of the »mnple wliile 32.5^ considered tills
question superfluous. CcK?iments received were unanlaously against
the inclusion of this question on the form. The following eosi-
Bwats are typical of thoso received.
It is a specialty in itself.
^e can't be specialists in everything. We have Lab.
Officers.
laboratory techniques are procedures that should in-
volve full time to be proficient and while the Indi-
vidual medical officer should understand the pro-
cedures he should not be ejipeeted to detract fron
his medical duties to be proficient in this field
tliat a technician could do better.
Books are always available.
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Gontrally ot little taIua, except In regard to a few
standard teste.
Page the pathologist,
Kot j>ertln©nt to eenlor medical offlcere*
Thm eommeiits &nd percentages for and against Indicate
that this question does not sample a quality indicative of a
competent medioal ofricer. This question will not be included
in the revised supplement.
One inedloal officer Indicated that a line officer eoiad
answer this q:uestion. Hone of the line officers consldea^ed
thsiaselves qualified to answer this question. '
Typical oofioaents on question 16 which asks: "How re-
80ui»c©ful is tills offleer when confronted with situations
which require independent action^ initiative and imagination?"
«
weres
Is especially pertinent for pl^sicians.
lould appl^' only in^ien occasions arise calling for
these qualities..
^?hls is a very important and indicative question.
this question was considered particularly pertinent by a slgnl- ,
fleant majority of 80.^ of the sample • Only four medical of-
ficers thought this question superfluous.
this question parallels a question found on the fitness
report fo£ia« but it was suggested that the additional emphasis
on this subject^ directed specifically towards the medical situ-
ation would be well placed. Tae Jilgh percentage of the sample
approviaig tlils question confirras this original pi^esiiae. This
question will be included on the revised supplement.
^>«
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or th0 medioal a$mpl9, 11-2 «U/^ considered that this
question could ba answered by a line officer. Only 1$^ of the
line officers considered that they were qualified to answer
this question. The line officers were generally of tlie opinion
that they did not possess the background to distinguish between
routine procedures and those eisployed in unusual situations.
Uhls question will not be asterisked for a line officer to answer.
Question 17 asks: "How well does this oXTicer receive
suggestions or advice?" It was considered particularly pertinent
by a significant majority of 70«9:^^ oT the sample. Only ^^Bf
of the sample considered this question superfluous. There were
no eoasments received on this question. This question will be
included on the revised supplement.
Forty-three and one tenth percent of the ssiaple con-
sidered that this question could be answered by a line ofi^icer^
while only on© line officer considered that he was qualified.
This question will not be asterisked for a line officer to answer.
Question 16 was considered particularly pertinent by
a significant majority of 69*2y» of the saisple, while 6*1% con-
sidered this question superfluoias • This question asks: **Doe8
this officer seek advice when in doubt?" Very few cori^ents were
received on this question* Most of those received suggested
that this question be combined with question 1?. If this sug-
gestion were followed it would result in a double question
which asked how this officer 3?oc©lved advice that was offered
and if he sought advice when in doubt. Any attesipt to interpret
a rating to this question would be confusing*
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Several of the ooioments obJ«et«d to th« subllneal
•tat0m«nt "muddXea through," One madical offlcor aur^^eated
that thia atatament be changed to *'ia do^natlc and opinionated.
"
This latter atatement, however, appoara to olianga the context
of the entire queation &nd for that reason It will not ba In-
corporated. Thia qiz^ation will be included on the reviaed aup-
plement
•
Thia question waa conaldered anawerable by a line of-
ficer by 30. S^ of the aample. Ten percent of the line offleera
conaidei^d that they were qualified to anawer thia queation.
It will not be aateriaked for a line officer to anawer.
Queationa 17 and 18 were originally auggeated by the
Haval Heaerva Medical Offleera during the interview phaae.
^ey felt very stron.ily that Haval Medicine waa a cooperatlva
endeavor for the good of the patlenta rather than an individu-
alistic project as fo^rnd In civilian practice. As such their
intent was to accentuate the give and take of ideas and In-
fonnation for the good of the service.
"To what #xtant does this officer go out of his way
to follow the progress of a difficult caaa through to comple-
tion?" waa question Ip. It was considered particularly perti-
nent by a significant uiajority of 12^1% of the saBple, while
10,5>>;^ considered it auperfluoua. The following caamenta are
typical of those received.
Does not take into conaideratlon that the difficult
cases are the most intereating onea.
It la the best of the group as far aa Indicating the
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fli»4io«3b OffiMr't VBl intmr9at in his patients and
This quoistlon Is adequately covered by questions
5, 6, aiid 7*
This question will be included in the x*eYised supplement.
Fourteen percent of the sample considered that a line
officer eould answer this quefstion -while nen» of the line of-
ficers coiisidered that they wers qualified. This question will
not be asterisked for a line officer to answer.
Typical eoiT'j:aents on question 20, which askss ^f0 wlhmt
extent does this officer aake an effort to train the corpsmen
under his direction?** , werai
This question is very important and indicative*
Of definite value.
Would e^oply only at teaching hospitals.
This question was considered particularly pertinent by a signi-
ficant majority of 75»5^ ot the sample. Only S*'^ of the sam-
ple considered this question superfluous. This question will
be included in the revised supplement.
Only lp.«Q;to of the sample considered that a line officer
could answer this question, although 100;b of the line officers
considered that they were qualified to answer it. This dis-
crepancy seems to indicate that this question is controversial
and should be accorded a service trial for ultimate solution.
Therefore this q:uestion will be asterisked to indicate that a
line officer can answer this question,
Questicm 21 asksi "The number of medical officers in
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thla rank attached to th« command at this time is • If
these officers were arranged in order, considering over*all
usel*\iXness to tlM Havy, JTrom highest {]io^ 1} to poorest^ this
orficer would be Ho, ot the total gro^p?** It was con-
sidered particularly pertinent by 29•iS of the ssaaple^ while
30* d^ of the sample considered this question superfluous. Many
•ttBsents were received relative to this question* The ocmmente
were almost imanlinously agaixist its inclusion on the rating
fom« The following comrdents are typical of those received on
this question*
Comparison is odious and unimportant.
The Mavy seems to require a low man on the totem pole*
May be ratlier difficult to decide fairly*
May easily lead to a false impression if one's com*
petitors are either extremely capable or extrenely
incapable*
Will promote dissention; no matter how confidential
one tries to make these reports » comparisons are going
to be made among those reported on* I realise any type
of report is on a comparison baais^ but feel this is
a little too pointed.
Is too purely based on personal opiniozi.
Unfair, how is a surgeon to judge a psychiatrist, etc*
Omit - too difficult to answer accurately in large
ooisxaands •
i^elieve in hospitals and activities with many medical
officers it would be a valuable guide in clarifying
ove i"** Ski1 usefulne s s •
Onl;^' one medical officer who ooimnented on this question ex-
pressed the original purpose for its inclusion on the form*
He stated:
Might be considered saaewhat brutal by some, I think
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it 18 •xcellent; would eliminate the pemlcloiis habit
of marking almost eve2*yoae "superior" or "above aver-
ags**, which practice has negated the true value of
fitness reports. In a hospital this comparison should
be broken down into departments*
The purely mechanical considerations for which this
question was Included seem to outweigh the adverse comments
and numbers considering this question superfluous. It Is felt
that any feature that can be included which will tend to elimi-
nate some of the faults found in merit rating should be in-
cluded for a service trial* However^ to allow more equal com-
parison and i^ong smaller groups^ it is believed that "or
department" should be inserted after "oonimand'* in the question.
With this addition this question will be included in the re-
vised suppleinent*
Bighteen percent of the simple Gonsidex*ed that a line
officer could snawer this question* Hone of the line officers
considered that they were qualified to answer this question.
It will not be included as a question which a line officer
will answer.
Consideration of the results and osmments elicited by
the remaining questions of the evaluative questionnaire will
be accomplished in much the same manner as was done for the
questions about the supplemental form* Each question will be
considered and discussed individually*
Question 5 of the evaluative questionnaire asks: "In
addition to the questions stated in the supplement are there
other specifio questions which ^'^ou feel would more adequately
appraise a Naval MedioaX Officer?** This question received many
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•«BBBenta* Th9S« were (^z*oup»d aecording to subjeot matter and
areas of performance in order that they might be analysed. Un-
fortunately « about 60>^ of theae suggeatlons had to be eliminated
aa they had previously been considered during t};ie Interview
phase or appeared too personal or subjective in their implica-
tions* The following ooDBjients represent some of the suggestions
whioh wez*e coxisidered too subjective to warrsnt further eon-
sidoration.
What is this officer's attitude toward the Haval
Service?
Row often has this officer let his attitude of
others with insspect to race^ creed, color or
coiAntry of origin interfer with practice?
What is this offic6r*8 attitude toward otlior
specialties?
What attitude does this officer take toward his
superiors?
Actions, such as pei*8onal traits, morals, activities
away from Naval Base or Station?
Many of the more senior medical officers suggested
that tl^ following area be covered.
I feel that a separate report should be compiled for
more senior officers who have been forced into com-
mand and executive work and who perform few or no
actual professional medical duties.
This fom does not provide for reporting on officers
in administrative positions.
^e original concept of this supplemental fom was to evaluate
the professional performance of duty of medical officers* It
is felt that senior medical officer's who nrm perfoinnlng ad-
ministrative duties are not practicing professionally and
should therefore not be rated on this supplemental form but
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only on the standard fitiMts x«p«rt form* It waa not the in-
tention that thia fozm ba oonatruad to oovor an adaainiatrativa
poaition.
Ten rQtuix*na auggeated that a queation be oonatructed
almilar to the following ausgeationa.
Would you ehooae thia doctor to tareat your family in
hia apeoialty (if any) had you unlimited choice?
Within hia training and e:q>erience, would you want
thia officer to attend a nraiber of your own family
T
A queation phraaed along the auggaated linea* if aaawered
truthfully, would be very aeleetlve. However, It i« felt that
thia question would be too personal and would reflect auoh
MOre than profesaional ability.
Several retuinas auggested that under the freaoribed
Vftwal Duties Section a queation similar to the following be
included*
How proficient la thia officer in regarda to NAval
Courta and Boarda prooedureaf
A queation of thia type is pertinent for both medical and
line officera. It ia felt however, that the percentage of
time devoted to thia function by the average medical officer
la ao alight that ita incluaion would not be practical or
aignificant* In addition, the procedurea are ao atandardiseed
that a brief periodic review of naval law la aufflcient to
qualify moat indlviduala.
Several of the returna reccmanended that a queation be
included almilar to tiie following auggeatlona*
Regarding participation in local medical aocletiea
and functions. ••preparation of papera for publication.
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What articles has tills ofClcar aubmittad for publlca*
tlon In medical journals since his last fitness report?
What clinical research has this officer been en^^aged
In on his own Initiative?
Such questions would tell something of the officer reported
upon, but the ^reau of lilediolne and Surgery does not require
or ejqxect such performance unless specifically assigned* As
opportunities are not equally possible for these functions
such a question would be definitely unfair*
The most prevalent suggestion ^mnong the e(»ament8 was
to Include in the iioadlng of the foxm a space for *' duties as-
sl£;ned during the period of the report,'* If this supplemental
form were reviewed separately tills Information would be most
vital for Gojuplete comprehension. This is a most valid sug-
gestion &ad space will be Included In the revision of the sup-
plement.
CoBiplalnts were noted throu^^hout the returns concem-
tn^ asslgnnents to duty and requests that were not granted for
advanced training. VVhen the following ooi^ient was received It
was considered most appropriate and a means whereby assignsient
and selection could be more aceurately accomplished.
Is thez^ any specialty of medicine for which this of-
ficer shows special aptitude and In which he shoiU.d
receive further training.
^e standard fitness report form carries a question which asks
for i*ecomi^ndatlon8 as to the next duty« but It Is believed
that this question goes beyond this in that It is devoted spe-
cifically to aptitude for further training. This question will
be included In the revision of the supplemental fona.
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Qu«8tlon 6 of th« questlonnmlre asks; "Considering th«
nozraal i^'&val medical adRiiolstrativo situation; do you belleva
it possible for ths senior medical offlcep to appraise and
rate the profeseional perforsnance of duty of a medical officer
under his direction?** A sign!Tie ant majority of 65 • 3^ believed
an officer can usually be appraised and rated accurately. The
next hi^^hest percentage j 20 »T/^, believed that it can be ac->
ooiriplished with accuracy. Tlje following c<Mrcaenta so&ple the
attitudes expressed on this question.
"With Accm^acy." This Is predicated on the theory
that the menlor medical officer will permit his
chief of service or head of department to do Biost
of the rating, otherwise, "Ho."
If the senior medical officer is a real doctor hlm-
seir he can sise up his Junior because he* 11 made It
a point to ki^om what is goiio^^ on. If the senior medi-
cal officer is **strlklng" for 4 etrlpes or a star,
he'll have no Idea unless things go wrong.
Senior should be advised by subordinate officers*
Unless intimately associated this can not be done.
The majority of C0Ei3i»ents elicited by this question indicated
that most officers believe ratin^^s should be recorr^iaended by
the lisBiedlate department head, who is Intimately associated
with their work, to the senior medical officer. TblM procedure
is norsially followed In most conmiaiidji although very few com*
Btands make a notation to this effect within the report*
It is felt that an addition to this supplemental fit-
ness report form is indicated b;y these comments and the many
others expz*essing the sssie attitude. As mentioned previously,
the fitness i»eporting prerogative caaaot be taken from the
eoi'Bnanding officer or the senior officer who is iresponsible.
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However, an additional question which would elicit the soux^e
of the inromatlon used In compiling the officer's fitness re-
port would determine Its completed validity. To accontpllsh
this the following question will be Included In the revision
of the supplemental fozvi*




Rocoramendatlons of his Chief of Service.
Ocoasional observations.
_____
Frequent observations of the i*esult8 of his work.
____




Question 7 of the evaluative questionnaire asks: "Z)o
you think this supplement (corrected and revised by your and
other ooamBntu) when iised with the regular fitness report
(MavPers 310A) will adequately appraise the true value of a
Haval Medical Offlcert** The largest percentage, 38.6^ thought
that the addition of the supplement was an Improvement* The
next highest percentage, 2<5.9/ thought that the addition was
an excellent method of appraisal, twenty-three and one half
percent thought that It was a step In the right direction. The
following coxments are typical of those e3q>ressed on this
question.
I believe the supplement just about makes as good an
appraisal of the true value of a naval medical officer
as can be had on paper. '
My principal opposition is that It adds paper work
and red tape to an already overloaded clerical progrsm.
Is th© appraisal of one man by another man by a
questionnaire fitness report in any fona a necessary
evil?
«S?orth while and long overdue.
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I think this report should roplfto« rath«p than be
added to the re£:^ar fitness report.
X am absolutely convinced it is a step in the rir,lit
direction, Believe liowever that in thB early sta^^s
it should be flexible so it can be altered to neet
the needs of a gr>oup which is really rather teBqpera<»
mental •
Question 6 of the evaluative questionnoire askst ''Do
you think that a line offloer can adequately appraise the per-
formance of duty of a medical officer under his comnand? (the
suppleaiental fozvi not considered)." The largest percentage,
l\XmO'^ thought that it was a matter of ehanoe. The next highest
pei*centage» 32•6> thought most of the time he could appraise
accurately. Only 13«6^ thought that be would seldOB appraise
accurately* The following CQ^ronents are typical of those sub-
mitted on this question.
The HavaX Academy does not provide a medical education
although many line offleers seem to think that it does.
The lino officer is still a layman In regard to medi-
cine and surgery.
The line officer's report could be no more of a true
appraisal tlxan would be the medical officer's report
on a line or other ataff officer.
Depends on how line officer has been treated by medical
officer for sc^oe ailment* One line officer made it a
practise to fill out "faint praise" reports on Psy-
chiatrists j "Didn't like those witch doctors."
The line officer is a patient, so is no judge of a
medical officer's ability*
Coniments on this question were many and were imanlmously
agalnat the line officer rating the medical officer prot^a^
sionally.
It is believed that the percentages recorded on this
question would have been greater at the lower 9nd. of tbo scale

h«d this question been completely printed on one nlde of the
pvp^T* Unfortunately during the printing proceea the first
three statements were printed on one aide of trie psige and the
last two statements on tlie reverse side« Kunerous question-
naires were reoeived with erasures on the third statement and
a lower statsiment subsequently checked. It is folt that raany
officers marked the third statement believing it to be the
lowest and then did not change their marking when they dis-
covered further marking spaces*
^^uestion 11 of the evaluative questionnaire asks:
"Would you like to use this supplemental form in evaluating
officers under your direction?" "Yes" was answered by a signi-
ficant majority of 77 • 2^ of the ssMple, "Ho" was answered by
17.3^'^ and "I>oa«t know" by 5«5/^ ot the sample.
Question 12 of the evaluative questionnaire asksi
"Would you like your porrorraanee evaluated by the use of this
supplemental fora?" "Yes" was answered by a significant ma-
jority of 75*0;^ of the sample. "Ho" was answered by 18.9??
and "Don't know" by 6.1?C of the sample. The following oomnents
are typical of those •jqpressed on questions 11 and 12.
Yes. Considerable additional work but well worth
the effort.
Ho. Unless reporting officer was In close association
to be able to ive a fair pinion based on actual
careful observation.
See notMng in it that would improve medical care.
Yes. By a Auperior who had actively and accurately
observed not merely my shoe shine , my neat unifom,
wy poker playing abilities and judged me fi»am praise
or complaints of patients reaching the front office
but ratber my handling; of patients « my i^esults and
my surgical ability and was c(»apetent to pass on same.

1*h« response to question I3 of the queatlonnalx^, wl-iich
K«k«: "i^ny cosnnents that you are desirous of insidng relative
to this study,'*, wsls very large. These oommenta showed that a
great deal of Interest Is centered around the various aspects
of fitness reporting. Co;mients on this question, unlike t^lOse
submitted concerning individual questions* in general reflected
the acceptance of t\m supplemental form by the san|>le* The
following eoniinents ai*e typical of the attitudes es^ressed.
This study is most commendable.
I am completely opposed to any fozws which increase
the total number. A medical officer's time is chiefly
taken up with unnecessary paper work,
I only wish that this form had been in existence 18
yeai^s ago. 1 consider that the adoption of this sup-
plement would mark a great advance.
Xt is believed that this form is not as satisfactory
as tliB one in use at px^esent* Xt is impossible to
fairly answer many of the questions even though with
the officer constantly.
X think tliis is a highly desirable appxH>ach to a most
difficult problem, Tkm present fitness report fona
is not co9S3plete for all purposes. This suggestion
ijsproves it.
Supplement will be an effective means of appraising
medical officer's ability only if reporting senior is
fwniliar with the actual performance of daily duties
to fona a valid opinion.
iln e:%c©llent idea only if filled in by a medical
officer.
Believe this is a very good form which should stimulate
younger officers to improve themselves profeesionally.
It is of interest to realize that it has been recog-
nised, by you at leasts tliat there is a void space in
the standard fitness report &8 far as the staff group
Is concerned.
fhe consideration of the medieal officer's professional
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oapftoity with leas omphasls on his "officer like
quAlitiet" is a timely change In the tradition.
Ho form or report la any better than that person
who makea it out.
I am glad that the !favy Is thinking of adopting this
or a similar foivi« Maybe thia will be an incentlye to
do better work and Inprove our medical abilities and
not Just our party abilities.
The following cm^^ients were received concerning the discussion
of the cosapleted x^pox*t with the officer reported upon:
Present foi^ implies that it should be shown to the
officer. It would more nearly reflect an officer's
roal worth would this not b© done, except when a
statement In rebuttal is necessary or indicated*
I think that the old system of forwarding a fitness
report without reference to the offioer concerned
would probably result in fewer i|.0 fitness imports,
as many officers are reluctant to state their real
estimation of an offioer^e ritness, knowing that it
Is referred to hlan before it is forwarded to the
Bureau.
It is my opinion that all fitness imports should be
Shown to officers reported on.
It should be obligatory that the Junior officer
read bis report.
^he following coimsients are typical of t^iose which were received
concerning the disposition of completed reports.
If this suppliBnent were sent to Bu, M ,:: s, then it
wotild serve a very useful purpose to the detail of-
ficer and tlte Frofes;?ional Division of the ^mreau
in keeping them informed of the progress of those
In training and profesaional maturity of others.
I believe that this is a good fona if It could be
channeled directly froim the medical officer to Bu.M & S,
That it be filed in the Professional Division of Bu
M & S and used for the intelligent asslgnsent of medi-
cal officers to training and duty asslgosentSy as well
as for procjotion by selection boards.
This fona unist necessarily be of value only when it
can be reviewed by a ccsapetent senior medical officer.
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No matter how good or how accurate a fltneas report
1b, It should be available to the department concerned
(in this case Bu M & S) and not hidden in the files
of BuPers where it can be of no real value*
Intei*ne Ratinj?.fi .
Only three rating officers ]:*etuznied completed supple-
Rental forms which rated the Internes who had been attached
to their departments* These ratings were combined and plotted,
both by individual internes and by ratings officers* These
three returns cannot be considered as conclusive information
on the reliability of the supplemental form* This would be
especially true of the ratings received by the individual in-
ternes. Each interne liad only three marks assigned for each
question* PIowever» eaoh of the tliree rating officers appraised
nine internee and their markings can be oompared with an ap-
proximate normal curve. Thi» cc^parison is favorable when it
is taken into consideration that the Internes rated are in a
student status and therefore are restricted as to their actions
and decisions* The consolidated forms for the three raters are
included as Appendix B*
Technical Diaacussion *
The sis© and composition of the sample of medical of-
ficers to wiiieh the supplement and questionnaire would be sent
offered many interesting speculations. These included: (1)
esti;riatin^5 the percentage of those questionnaires sent out
that would be returned, (2) the number of returns which would
be required to give significant statistical results, and (3)
the method of randomly selecting this sample*
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Inveatlr-etion oX' thj*e« •Igma fiducial limit* table*
revealed that approximately 13'0 returna would be required in
order to make the statistical results applicable to the entire
Medioal Corps population within plus or minus 13/> limits at
the fifty percent level. 'jKiis degree of latitude was not con-
sidered excessive as it was anticipated that acceptance or
rejection would be at a higher or lower percentage level where
the fiduelal limits would approximate a plus or minus 10;^.
The percenta:?;® return on any questionnaire distributed
by mail is governed by so many variables that prediction Is
virtually Imporsible, These include: the appeal of the covering
letter, time Involved to coanplete the questionnaire, intereat
In the subject, disposition at the time of receipt, other work
pending, etc. Investigation of previous qw< stlonnaires revealed
that returns varied fr«tt ii^' to 00/» for no readily ascertainable
reason* It was realised that the caapletion of this question-
naire would require considerable time and effort by t)» officers
of the sample, but It was believed that a printed semi-official
form accompanied by an official letter on a subject of personal
eoncem would overcome this barrier in most cases. Based on
this reasoning, an unscientific working estimate was made that
there would be a fifty percent i^etiim. This dictated that at
least 300 questionnaires should b© sent out.
A twenty percent sample of the Medical Corps, according
to the 19^47 "Wavy Register," would equal approximately 3lj.o of-
ficers. This twenty percent flgui^ was chosen as it would allow
a margin of safety an the fifty percent estimate.
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Th« selection of the sample and the assuranoe that it
would be completely random was greatly lacllltated by the In-
ternational Buelneta Maohine Znvtallation maintained by the
^areau of Personnel, Wairy Depat*^ent» Washington, D.C. This
i^ireau was requested to furnish the investigator with the name,
rank and address of every fifth name on the rooster of the ac-
tive list of the re-:ular Sfaval Medical Corps. The active list
of the regular Naval Medical Corps is tiie official listing of
all retgular medical officers on active duty arran^jed in order
of seniority. Relative placements on this list are dependent
upon service entry date and subsequent prosnotioas* The sample
selected in this juaaner is randoifl stratified in that each rank
will have numerical representation proportional to its total
number*
The list supplylni^ fch» investigator contained only
270 names, 'iliis discrepancy can be eaqpl&ined by attrition,
i*etire!!3@nta, resignations and other oauses which had transpired
since the I9I4.7 publication which was referred to for infoMsation.
The problem of partial returns to a questionnaire of-
fers no iimiiediate solution. The sample may be selected with
the greatest of car®, yet when only fifty percent answer can
their information be considered as representative of the ecn-
plet© ,;roup? Arc not those that answer selecting themselves in
other th&ti a random manner? %ere is no statistical procedure
which will deterrain© this. However^ tlie practical and cowaon
sense approach dictates that questiOMiialres returned be con-
sidered as representative of tb« complete smiple. ^flriose not

returned must be excueed for lack of iinmedl&te Interest or nore
pressing work, but esseatially possessing attitudes proportional
to tixose iihich were retorned. This latter practical approach
is the premiss upon which the results of this study are based.
Statistical procedures employed in the analysis of the
data for this study are standard recc»!imended teclmiques.
The standard error of a percentage, p, has been com-
puted in all cases by the foi^ula:^
mh»i^ p is the percentage found in the sianple and q is 1 - p«
M is the nuraber of individuals returning questionnaires.
The standard error of differences of percentages was
found by tlie forsiulaj
This variation of the normal foi^iula was employed in analyzing
the results of questionnaire questions 6, 7, 6, 11, and 12 as
it was considered that unlimited choice was not available to
the sample but rather that the choice was restricted to the
options given on the form, 'X'his formula is reooetmended by
Brown^ in his excellent pamphlet on statistical procedures
^Cpoxton, P,E, and Cowden, D.J,, Applied General
Statistics ^ Fr**ntiee Mall Inc. 1946., p. 332.
^Brown, T.H., The Use of Statistical 'Techniques in




Studies llo, 10, Harvard Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration. V, 22, Mo. 3, May 1935* , PP 5>-6.
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mnployed In market retoaroh.
A critical ratio greater than 3*0 ««• mq^loyed at all
tinea in determining whether a question had been approved by
a aigniricant majority. This was done to insure that a ma-
jority of the Haval Medical Corps population would approve of
thia question 99*73 tiwes out of 100, Lower limits of proba-
bility could have been employed with a reasonable degree of
confidence « however in order to ccsmpensate for the unreturned
portion of questionnaires in the original sample it was con*
sidered that the stricter limits were justified*
The results for questions 6, 7» 8u\d 8 of the question-
naire » which asked for the marking of one of five statements
most closely appz»oximating the attitude relative to a question,
were further analyzed by two different procedures* First, the
ohi square fitting test was applied. This was done in a two-
fold majm.9T using the assunptions that by chance all statmsents
would receive an equal nimiber of markings or that these state-
ments would be marked in a manner res«abling a normal distri-
bution. The tests upon all questions showed that there was less
than one chance in a thousand that either of these hypotheses
were true, ^lliis indicated further that the statements were
deliberately marked in other than a random manner* Second, the
distribution of results for each question was considered as a
frequency distribution and the arithmetic mean computed. 2,'his
was done to coe^^are the mean's position relative to the po-
sition of the modal percentage. In all three questions the





Thm Medical orficer'a Supplement to the 8tandax*d
fitness reportf with its attendant procedux*eSy oan be con-
sidered as desirable to a majority of the Haval Medical Corps
as a means of oiore adequately evaluating professional per-
formance of duty,
Reconanendation.
IThe Medical Officered Supplement be subjected to an
experimental service trial at selected Kaval Medical instal-
lations to determine its practical value to the Haval Sez*viee.

APFKHDZX A
cm^OSXJUOS OF THE HhVAL MIDICAL CORPS SAtfPL£, BY RANK,
PERCKHTAaS OF QUESTlO^HAXHES RETURHED













































«The o<XEsaents and tabialation of the returns of thla offleer
have been conibined with those received from the Captains in




COMPIUTION OF AHSWERS SUBMITTED OH THE QUESTIONNAIRE OT THE
HSPICAL CORPS SAMPLE^ BY RANK, TO THE INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
CONTAINED IN TITS SSEDICAL OI^ICSR SUPPLEMENT
Tfai» standard erx*or of a pex>oantag«y ftlgna p, was cal-
culated in all oasas by the foxwula:
whara p is tho percentage found in tlM saa^le and q ie 1 - p.
V is the number of individuals returning questionnaires*
The critical ratio, "t", was calculated in all oases
by the fomulas
^ =
where p is the percentage found in the samplo.
1* How well does this officer supervise and maintain records and









Hank if Ho. > Sigpia
J?,
"t" No. % Signa




Capt, 50 36 72.0 1 2.0 25 50.0
Comdr. 62 U 67. a \ 6.5 31 50.0
L.Cdr. 17 10 56.(i 1 5.9 9 52.9
Lieut* 22 12 Sh.S 2 9.1 16 72.8
Lt(Jg), 21 5 3<3.1 2 9S 6 23.6
























Capt. 50 3^ 70.0 3 6.0 26 52.0
Comdr. 62 k2 67.8 2 3.2 38 61.1;
L.Cdr. 17 11 61;. 7 3 17.6 10 5a. 8
Liaut, 22 16 72.7 1 k.B 12 5lf.5





h>^ $.k2 9 5.2 « - 96 5?. 7 3.78 1.51
3« How well does this officer take an active interest in ship or









Rank H Mo. Sigma
P
"t» rio. ^ Sigma
P
"t" no. /-> Sigma
P
«t"
Capt. 50 35 70.0 k Q.O 39 78.1
Ccndr. 62 kl 77.3 0.0 k9 79.0
L.Cdr. 17 15 aa.2 0.0 11 61+. 7
Lieut. 22 16 72.7 2 9.1 IS? Q6.k
J-tCjg). 21 lU 66.6 0.0 Ik 66.6
Corps. 172 127 n^9 304 7^5 6 3.5 - tm 132 76.8 3.22 a. 32
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Rank K No, Sigma
p
tl^W Uo« > Signa
p
ll^W No. r Sigma "t"
Capt. 50 37 ik.o 3 6,0 ko do.o
Co»dr« 62 37 59.6 6 12.9 56 90.k
L.Cdr. 17 11 6Iu6 3 17.6 15 68. 3
Lieut. 22 9 iil.o 8 36.3 223DO.O
Lt(jg). 21 13 61. a 1 if. 6 16 76.1
Coirps. 172 107 620 },63 ?.3lf 23 I3iif • «» li+? 86.7 2.53 1)|.2










Ranlc H Ho. % Slgraa
P





Capt. 50 21 t2.0 13 26.0 kx 82.0
Condr. 62 15 2i4-.2 29 U6.8 52 8U.0
L.Cdr. 17 7 1^1.2 6 35.5 lU 82.1,
Lieut. 22 2 9.1 lif 63.6 22 JDO.O
Lt(jg). 21 7 33.3 7 33.3 16 76.2
Corps. 172 52 30.2 5 rCi .>^6 69 Uo.i 3.73 -2.7 ilf5 aif.3 2.76 12.1f
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«t" No. ^v Slgjaa
p
"t"
Capt. 50 39 78.0 k 6.0 15 30.0
Condr, 62 50 30.6 2 3.2 18 29.0
L.Cdr. 17 Ik 82. I4. 0.0 3 17.6
Lieut. 22 18 ai.9 3 13.6 9 la.o
U(js). 21 19 90.5 0.0 a 36.1
Corps
.
172 1)40 ai.ii 2.96 10.6 9 ?.2 - - ?3 30.8 3.?2 -?t5
7. Does this officer display an active Interest In all patients














Capt. 50 30 60.0 9 13.0 12 21^.0
Coittdr. 62 38 61.U 12 19.3 16 2ci.6
li.Cdr. 17 13 76.li 2 11.8 7 la.i
Lieut. 22 15 66.1 5 22.7 10 h^s
Lt(3g), 21 17 61.0 1 iv.3 7 33.3
Corps
•
172 113 ^?.7 3.62 i^.33 2? 16,9 - - I52J 30.2 3.?1 .5.6
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i. To what extant has there bean any favorable or adyerse patient














"t" Ho* r^ Sigma
P
"t"
Capt. 50 Ih 26.0 18 36*0 21 142*0
CoBidr* 62 20 32*3 26 U2.0 31 50.0
L.Cdr* 17 6 35.3 7 ijl.2 8 I47.0
Lieut* 22 11 50.0 7 31.6 16 72*6
Lt(Jg). 21 10 h7.6 7 33.3 10 i|^7.6
Corps* 172 61 3?-^l 3.^ -i+fO 65 37.^ 3.6p -30 86 50*0 3*60 0.0









Hank If No* /^- Slgpa
p





Capt* 50 26 56.0 7 li|.*0 2U Ua*o
Comdr* 62 3k A..9 10 16.1 36 58.1
L*Cdr. 17 10 5^.7 3 17.6 7 lA.l
Lieut* 22 10 I4.5.5 5 22.7 17 77.3
Lt(jg). 21 10 47.6 3 lU.3 10 U7.6
Corps* 172 ?2 :;3-p 3*80 0*C)2 28 16.3 -. - 9k $k*l 3.7? 1.2l|
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10* How well does thl« offleer keep himself informed by current









Hank ..; io. Sigma
p
"t" Ho. % Sl^a
P
•t" No. ^ Sigma
P
"t*
Capt. 50 39 7a. 3 6.0 1 2.0
C^ndr. 62 k6 7hr*l 5 ti.l 0.0
L,Cdr« 17 15 08.2 1 5.9 0.0
Lieut. 22 19 86.3 0.0 0.0
£.t(jg). 21 Ik 66.6 0.0 0.0
Corps
.
172 133 774 3-13 3,61 9 5.2 . • 1 0.6 «to «
11. How inquisitive is this officer to explore the potentialities
of new techniques or develo|»»ents ?













-t« No. /^ 3i@Bia
P
"t"
Capt. 50 21 i^.O 11 22.0 1 2.0
CoBidr. 62 3X 50.0 7 11.3 1 1.6
L.Cdr. 17 9 53.0 2 11. a 0.0
Lieut. 22 11+ 63.6 2 9.1 0.0
Lt(jg). 21 11 52.3 1 U.7 0.0
Corps, 172 66 50.0 3-^ 0.0 23 12.0 «» - 2 1.2 « -
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12. To what axtent does thla officer try to lupplemont hli present









Hank N No. Sigma
P





Capt. 50 37 7h*0 k a.o 3 6.0
C«ndr. 62 h3 69.k 6 9.7 $ •3.1
L.Cdr. 17 13 76.5 1 5.9 0,0
Lieut. 22 16 72.7 2 9.1 1 h.s
LtiiB)* 21 16 ^$.6 1 k.i 0.0
Corps. 172 127 7h^ >35 7.10 A 8.2 «. . 9 S2 •w •
13. What ia this officer 'a medical specialty?















n^ft No. /•' Sigma
P
"t"
Capt. 50 22 iOi-.o 9 13.0 20 I4.0.0
Comdr. 62 26 iA.9 lU 22.6 16 25.0
L.Gdr. 17 10 58*9 3 17.6 k 23.6
Lieut. 22 10 1|5.5 2 9.1 7 31.3
U{Jg). 21 9 1*2.0 3 II4..3 k 19.0





lll^« To what oxtent has this offloer attanpted to achieve
















Capt, 50 18 36,0 12 2i^.O 5 10.0
CoKdr. 62 23 37.1 21 33.9 6 9.7
L.Cdr* 17 6 35.2 7 lil.2 3 17.6
Lieut. 22 11 50.0 k 13.2 5 22,7
Lt(3g)* 21 1^ 19.0 9 h2.d 1 ^f.7
Corps, 172 62 36.0
..J.^^^.. -3.3 « 30, a 3*52 ->? 20 11.6 ~ »













Sigma »t" No. -' Sigma
P
»t*
Capt, 50 la 36,0 15 30.0 0.0
Oooidr. 62 13 21.0 28 U5.2 1 1.6
L.Cdr. 17 9 53.0 5 29.I4- 0,0
Lieut
.
22 8 36.1^ 5 22.7 0.0
Lt(3g). 21 12 57.2 3 111. 3 0.0
Corps, 172 60 :}h*2 3i63 -^,2 ?6 32-? 3.56 -4*9 1 0.6 - -
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16. How resourceful Is this officer when confronted with eltuatlone










Hank I? ^'o. /" Slgjna
J?
»t" No« ^ Sigma
P
H^tl ffo. % Sigma
P
"t"
Capt, 50 ^9 7^^.0 1 2.0 2U 1+8.0
Comdr. 62 k7 75.8 2 3.2 29 i^.6.8
L.Cdr, 17 Ik Q2.k 0,0 9 53.0
Lieut* 22 20 91.0 1 h.s 7 31.3
Lt(Jg). 21 IS 35.6 w J.O h 19.0
Corps. 172 133 ao.3 3-03 10.0 k 20 - U l+2,i| 3.76 .2,0




















Capt. 50 37 7i;.0 1 2.0 2k 1^8.0
Comdr* 62 ia t9.k k 6.ii. 28 1^5.1
UCdr, 17 11 6if.7 1 5-9 9 53.0
Lieut. 22 15 68.
2
3 13.6 7 31.8




172 122 70.9 :?fif6 6.03 10 5t3 - - 7i|- l|3.i 3.7^ -1^8











Hank - r No. Sigifta
p





Gapt* 50 37 7li.O U a.o 18 36.0
Cemdr. 62 Ui 66.2 i^ 6.1; 19 30.7
L.Cdr. 17 11 61^.7 2 ii.a 5 29.k
Llaut. 22 16 72.7 3 13.6 6 27.3
Lt(jg). 21 Ik 66.6 1 k.7 5 23.
a
Corps, 172 lip 69*2 3.?2 ?.if? li4 0.1 - . 53 30.8 3i52 -?•?
19. To what extent does this officer ftp out of his way to follow









Hank If 1^Q» > Sl^a »t" No. Sigma
P
«t" Wo. :^ Sigma
P
"t"
Capt. 50 38 76.0 5 10.0 10 20.0
CoBidr. 62 kl 66.2 8 12.9 8 12.9
L.Cdr. 17 13 76.5 1 5.9 1 $.9
Lieut. 22 18 ai.a 2 9.1 3 13.6
Lt(jg), 21 15 n.k 2 9.5 2 9.5
Corps. 172 125 72.7 3.3J? 30? 18 10.5 - 24 ll|.0 «• -

.62-
20. To what extent do«» this officer wake an effort to train the









Hank -.-o« y Sigr/j.a
P




"t" No. ••' Slrnna "t"
Capt. 50 1^.0 60.0 0,0 20 Uo.o
CoiRdr, 62 k3 69.il. 3 k.Q 22 35.5
L«Cdr. 17 13 76.5 2 11.6 5 29.14.
Lieut
»
22 16 72,7 3 13.^ n 50.0
I.t(jg). 21 18 35.7 1 1^.7 ili- 66.6
Corpe, 2J1. 130 75.? 3. 28 7-79 ?> >:.2 - «• 72 14.8 3.75 -2,2
21, The number of medleal officers In this rank attached to the
coKTiiaand at this tisi^ is • If these offloers were arranged
in order, considering oVer-all usefulness to the Navy, from










Hank n Ho. ^l^a
P
^t** no. ^ Si^a
p
"t" Mo. Vs Si^a
P
«t"
Capt. 50 15 30.0 17 34.0 8 16.0
CoBidr* 62 19 30.6 18 29.1 17 27.U
L.Cdr. 17 h 23.6 h 23.6 0.0
Lieut* 22 7 31.-3 5 22.7 3 13.6
Lt(Jg). 21 5 23.0 9 k2.B 3 1)4.3
Corps
•
172 ?o 29.1 3.46 -6.1 53 30,d 3.52 -5-if 31 16.0 « -

APPENDIX C
^XnOUM OP AMSWEHS TO THE ZHDIVXDUAL QUESTIOI^
IH THE MEDICAt. OFPICEH SUPPLF.MEHT













1 62,8 5.8 50.6 30.0
2 69.2 5.2 55.7 100.0
3 73.9 3.5 76.8 100.0
k 62.3 13.U 86.7 90.0
5 30.2 Uo.i 81^.3 95.0
6 81.U 5.2 30.8 5.0
7 65.7 16.9 30.2 50.0
6 35. i^. 37.8 50.0 75.0
9 53.5 16.3 51^.7 80.0
10 77.U 5.2 0.6 0.0
11 50.0 12.6 1.2 0.0
12 73.8 8,2 5.2 0.0
13 hk.Q 16. 29.7 20.0
lU 36.0 30.8 11.6 0.0
15 3U.9 32.5 0.6 0.0
16 80.3 2.3 l^.k 15.0
17 70.9 5.8 1^-3.1 5.0
18 69.2 8.1 30.8 10.0
19 72.7 10.5 ll^.O 0.0
20 75.5 5.2 Ui.e 100.0




QQMBlLkTlOn Ob' ANS^VITRS &\3BnTTED BY THE laEDICAI. CORPS SAMPLE TO
IHDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN THE EVAI.UATIVE QUESTIOKWAIRK
The standard error of a percentag«« sl^&a p, was cal-
culated in all cases by the formulas
yAmve p Is the percentage found In the sample and q is 1 - p,
H is the number of Individuals answering each question.
The standard error of the difference of percentages,
sigiBa P-^^P^t "^AO calculated in all cases by t <^ formula:
Where p. is the highest percentage and p^ ia any other per-
centage with which p^ is to be compared.





Where p^^ is the highest percentage and p^ is aniy other per-




6« Considering the nozroal Kaval madieal administrative
situation; do you believe It Is possible for the senior
aiedlcal officer to appraise and rate the professions!
performance of duty of a medioal officer under his
direction?
( 1) Believe it can be accomplished with accuracy.
(2) Believe an officer can usually be appraised and
rated accurately,
(3) ^Believe that it Is generally a ^hlt or miss" pro-
position.
ik) iielleve that it will usually result In an unz^liable
appraisal.
(^) Believe that it Is Impossible to appraise and rate
another medical officer.
Choice io. ^ Sigma Sigma P1-P2 «t«
(1) A 20.7 3a6 6.60 kk.6 6.77
(2) 107 65*3 3.71 m - -
(3) 21 12.6 2.60 ^.55 ^2-5 9.hS
ik) % 0.6 «» - "
(6) 1 0.6 m. «» <» <m
Total X6k
If choice (2) were considered to extend fro® 2.00 to 2.99
the ari timetic mean of this distribution would be 2.it5l.

-66-
?• l>o you think that this supplement (corrected and revised
by your and other corajsents) when used with the regular
fitness report ( NavPera 310-A ) will adequately appraise





Think that this addition is en excellent method
of appraisal.
Think that the addition of the supplement is an
isiprovement.
Think that this is a step in the right direction.
Think that this supplement is unnecessary with
the present fitness report.
Think that this is the wrong approach to the
problem*






(1) ho 26,9 3.51 6.60 9.7 1.51^
(2) 6k 3^.6 3.77
(3) 39 23.5 3.28 $.99 15.1 2,52
(W 12 7.2 - «w n.k 3.00
(5) 3 i.a « «. urn .
Total 166
If choice (2) were considered to extend from 2.00 to 2.$^
the ari timetic mean of this distribution would be 2.6l|i|..

.67-
d« Do jon think that a line officer can adequately appraise
the perfonnano© of duty of a medical officer under his
comnand? (the aupplemental forci not conaider^ed),
(1) Think that he can appraise very accurately,
(2) ^__ Think that most of the time he can appraise
accurately.
(3) Think that it la a matter of chance.
(4) Think that he will seldom appraise accurately.








(1) 1 .6 mt « - -
(2) A 32*6 3.63 6.62 6.4 1.27
(3) 6d U.o 3.32
(U 23 13.a 2.67 5.3k 27.2 5.10
(5) 20 12.0 2.^2 5.17 29.0 5.60
Total 166
If choice (3) were considered to extend from 3*00 to 3«99





11, Would 70U llko to use this supplemental Tom In erslu-




















2.97 5.26 $9.9 ll.ilO
Total 162

























sufftMrnmat hatimo forms showing the comkjsite ratimos
ASSIGJIED BY I^PARTBSEHT HEADS X, Y, AMD 2 TO THS
HiWE inrmw^ mfmmoim THuimm duty
AT THE GREAT LAKES NAVAL HOSPITAL
(attached)
-.69«




THIS FORM WILL BE COMPLETED ON MEDICAL OFFICERS IN ADDITION TO AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT
(NavPers-3IOA). IT WILL BE COMPLETED AND SIGNED BY THE SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER OF THE COMMAND OR THE REPORTING
SENIOR (IF A MEDICAL OFFICER). WHERE AN APPRAISAL BY A SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER IN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND IS IM-
POSSIBLE, ONLY QUESTIONS HARKED BY AN ASTERISK WILL BE GRADED AND WILL BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING SENIOR WHO
SIGNS THE OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT.
NAME (LAST) (first) (MIDDLE) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
SHIP OR STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (DATE FROM) (DATE TO)
NAME OF OFFICER COMPLETING THIS FORM
COMPILATION FOR RATEK X
(rank) (FILE NO. OFFICIAL STATUS RELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED
ON
CHECK ALONG THE LINE THE DEGREE TO WHICH THIS OFFICER HAS PERFORMED OR EXHIBITED THE FUNCTIONS DESCRIBED.
DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES BENEATH THE LINE ARE MERELY GUIDES TO INDICATE THE AMOUNT OR DEGREE OF THE FUNCTION REPRE-
SENTED ALONG THE LINE. NO ENTRY WHICH IS MADE ON THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED AN UNSATISFACTORY REPORT WHICH
MUST BE REFERRED TO THE OFFICER FOR STATEMENT. DO NOT HESITATE TO MARK "NOT OBSERVED" ON ANY QUESTION WHERE
APPROPRIATE. ANY ENTRIES MADE IN AN "OUTSTANDING" BOX WILL REQUIRE A SPECIFIC STATEMENT IN SECTION 22 AS TO
WHAT THIS OFFICER HAS DONE TO BE OUTSTANDING.
PRESCRIBED NAVAL DUTIES.
1. How well does this officer suDervise and maintain records and reports as prescribed by Bu M & S Manual?
I 9x . I
Sot DOESN'T KNOW LEAVES TO CLERICAL OCCASIONALLY 'SPOT' INSURES THAT GENEB- ADEQUATELY SUPERVISES ""'"
Ob- WHAT IS REQUIRED. CORPSMEN
.
CHECKS RECORDS ALLY ADMINISTERED PREPARATION AND StdVd-
servei »nd reports. properly. maintenance. tig
2. How well does this officer carry out an active campaign of preventative medicine?
Kot WILL immunize will lecture when meets conditions occasionally suggests anticipates and takes Out-
Ob- WHEN DIRECTED. REQUESTED. WHEN THEY BECOME LECTURES AND CHECKS MEASURES TO PREVENT. Stam-
served apparent. immunizations. t"^






'l^ performs only INVESTIGATES COM- OCCASIONALLY SUG- INSPECTS INFORMALLY TTgOROUSLY
CARRIES Owf-
Ob- ROUTINE INSTRUC PLAINTS PROMPTLY. GESTS GROUP ON OWNINIJ 1_A T >« ?"I„;"I""r
""* """ iM
served tion and inspec instruction. inspections.
»r^
TIONS.
INTRASERVICE COOPERATION AND INTEREST.
H. How well does this officer cooperate with other corps of the Navy?
o y y •y'-rv yy I | |
fel ' CONSIDERS MOST ONLY AS REQUIRED WILL COOPERATE MAKES AN EFFORT TO WILL GO OUT OF HIS
OUt-
Ob- REQUESTS AN BY REGUL AT I ONS
.
WHEN ADVANTAGEOUS CARRY OUT REASONABLE .AY TO COOPERATE. Stand-
served imposition. to him. request.
<•"«
b. How well does this officer mix with members of other corps of the Navy?
2X, X X X_X XX X I
IM MIXES ONLY TENDS TO LIMIT CON- OCCASIONALLY MIXES MIXES WELL WITH IS AN ASSET TO ANY
Out-




6. How much interest does this officer display toward his patients?
,





It-t ' T„,..- ... occasionally con- generally CONSIDERS DISPLAYS ACTIVE EXTENDS HIMSELF
TO UUl-
It rA"lNTrw,TH AN s"ERrp:TUNTS THE FEELINGS OF INTEREST TOWARD ^--"^".[J^"" t^"^"
served impersonal atti- individually. the patient. patients.
individually. ing
TUDE.
7. Does this officer display an active interest in all patients regardless
of rank or rate?
X X X X xxxxx ,
S' >r;.:?,;;r;. ^i^^— H-ir-*-"'"" Ei£r£r"" i-E""-"-" S*Serued OFFICERS. sick call. lases.




several patients PATIENTS PRAISE Cut-
served services. treatment.





;^^;r:r--- ;c£:r--° ^'zP;:-i ti^-^i^.^.. rui^r^r- ^-
served patients. waiting. (over)
rnurtas llrtlAL inibKtSI ARU KKOFICIENCY.
10. How well does this officer keep himself informed by current reading about new medical techniques an
developments?
I I XX XX X XX X X
lot MUST 8E PRODDED *»ITS TILL IT BE. NORMALLY KNOWS DEVOTES ADEQUATE KEEPS HIMSELF WELL IN- Out-
Ob- TO READ CURRENT COMES COMMON PRAC- ABOUT ONE THIRD TIME TO KEEPING SELF FORMED THROUGH READ- stani-
served literature. tice before in- of the advance-, reasonably informed, ing and discussion. ing
VESTIGATING. MENTS.
II. How inquisitive is this officer to explore the potentialities of new techniques or developments?
I I X X X X X xxxx J
Hot WILL N-'T TRY ANY- MUST BE PRODDED TO OCCASIONALLY SUG-
Ob- THING TILL IT IS INVESTIGATE A NEW GESTS NEW
served common practice, method. techn:oues.
ALWAYS OPEN MINDED IS FREQUENTLY SUG- Out-
IN THE DISCUSSION OF GESTING TRIAL OF NEW stand-
NEW DEVELOPMENTS. METHODS. inO










DOES MUCH TALK ING
BUT LITTLE DOING.
KES PERIODICALLY DEVOTES CONTINUALLY TRIES TO Olit-




13. Hhat Is this officer's medical specialty?
PERCENT OF PRESENT DUTY DEVOTED TO THIS SPECIALTY?
-w IT
it. To what extent has this officer attempted to achieve certification in his specialty?
I L
Mot HAS MADE NO IS CONSIDERING PRE-
Ob- EFFORT TOWARD PARING FOR CERTIFl-
served certification. cation.
I S PREPARING for
certi fi cation
.
IS in THE PROCESS OF HAS BEEN CERTIFIED. Out-
BEING CERTIFIED. Stand-
ing
15. How proficient is this officer regarding laboratory techniques?
I I X XXXX xsxx.
Hot NEEDS ASSISTANCE CAN INTERPRET
ob- IN ANALYSING RESULTS.
served results.
CAN observe and CAN CHECK UNDERSTANDS TECHNIQUES Out-
CORRECT gross TECHNICIAN'S WORK AND THEIR APPLICATION. stani-
ERRORS. ing
16. How resourceful is this officer when confronted with situations which require independent action,
initiative and imagination?
sat ?qff; ?qg J n
Sot IS COMPLETeiY BECOMES SLIGHTLY
ob- 8EFU001-E0 BY UN- CONFUSED AND
served usual situations. EXCtTEO.
REACTS NORMALLY >»*»-VERY CAPAeLE, SELDOM ANTrCIPATES SrTUATlONS. Out-
WITH MODERATE AT A LOSS. EXTREMELY RESOURCEFUL. staryi-
E FFECT I VENESS
. tTl^
17, How weM does this officer receive suggestions or advice?
I I :ooac 30C
I EZl
WEIGHS CAREFULLY AND O^it-
REACHEs OWN DECISION. Stand-
ing
Hot RESENTS BEING TOLD WELCOMES FROM SENIORS. RECEIVES WITH
ob- HOW TO DO THINGS. BUT RESENTS FROM RESERVATIONS.
served equals or juniors.
USUALLY WELCOMES
WITH SINCERITY.






MUDDLES THROUGH. OCCASIONALLY DIS- SEEKS ADVICE WHEN INVARIABLY SEEKS
CUSSES COMPLEX CASES. PROGNOSIS IS NOT ADVICE WHEN IN
CLEAR, DOUBT.
SEEKS ADVICE AND Out-
OP IN IONS RATHER THAN Stand-
CHANCE MISTAKE. ing
19. To what extent does this officer go out of his way to follow the progress of a difficult case through
to completion?
I L X XX J






ROUT I NELY ONLY
.
OCCASIONALLY 'LOOK IN' DEVOTES ALL TIME Out-
WHEN NOT ON DUTY. SERIOUSNESS OF THE Staud-
CASE DEMANDS. ing
20. To what extent does this officer make an effort to train the corpsmen under his direction?




ONLY WHEN IT WILL
DECREASE HIS WORK.
WILL STOP AND EX-
PLAIN CONDITIONS
AND PROCEDURES.
TAKES PRIDE IN TRAIN- CONSISTENTLY DEVOTES Out-
IN6 ASSISTANTS, EXTRA TIME AND EFFORT. Stand-
ing
21. The number of medical officers in this rank attached to the command at this time Is. If these
officers were arranged in order, consider ing over-all usefulness to the Navy, from highest {No. I)
to poorest, this officer would be No. of the total group.
22. (Comments relative to outstanding performance)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON ( Only if this completed forn
has been shoum to the officer reported on.)
SIGNATURE OF REPORTING OFFICER
Rater X.
Enclosure (A)
"mEOICAL officer SUPPLEMEWI (txrer mental /orTfa^





THIS FORM WILL BE COMPLETED ON MEDICAL OFFICERS IN ADDITION TO AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT
{NavPers-3IOA). IT WILL BE COMPLETED AND SIGNED BY THE SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER OF THE COMMAND OR THE REPORTING
SENIOR (IF A MEDICAL OFFICER). WHERE AN APPRAISAL BY A SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER IN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND IS IM-
POSSIBLE, ONLY (JUESTIONS MARKED BY AN ASTERISK WILL BE GRADED AND WILL BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING SENIOR WHO
SIGNS THE OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT.
NAME (LAST) (first) (MIDDLE) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
SHIP OR STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (date from) (date to)
NAME OF OFFICER COMPLETING THIS FORM
COMPIUTION FOR R/lTKK Y.
( RANK 1 (FILE NO. OFFICIAL STATUS RELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED
ON
CHECK ALONG THE LINE THE DEGREE TO WHICH THIS OFFICER HAS PERFORMED OR EXHIBITED THE FUNCTIONS DESCRIBED.
DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES BENEATH THE LINE ARE MERELY GUIDES TO INDICATE THE AMOUNT OR DEGREE OF THE FUNCTION REPRE-
SENTED ALONG THE LINE. NO ENTRY WHICH IS MADE ON THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED AN UNSATISFACTORY REPORT WHICH
MUST BE REFERRED TO THE OFFICER FOR STATEMENT. DO NOT HESITATE TO MARK "NOT OBSERVED" ON ANY QUESTION WHERE
APPROPRIATE. ANY ENTRIES MADE IN AN "OUTSTANDING" BOX WILL REQUIRE A SPECIFIC STATEMENT IN SECTION 22 AS TO
WHAT THIS OFFICER HAS DONE TO BE OUTSTANDING.
PRESCRIBED NAVAL DUTIES.





JVot OOESN-T KNOW LEAVES TO CLERICAL OCCASIONALLY 'SPOT' INSURES THAT GENER- ADEOUATELY SUPERVISES
OUt-
Ob- *HAT IS REQUIRED. CORPSMEN. CHECKS RECORDS ALLY ADMINISTERED PREPARATION AND
StaVd-
servei *"» reports. properly. maintenance.
ing
2. How well does this officer carry out an active campaign of preventative medicine?
I 9xi -^ I O
^ IMMUNIZE *ILL LECTURE WHEN MEETS CONDITIONS OCCASIONALLY SUGGESTS ANTICIPATES AND TAKES Out-
Ob- WHEN DIRECTED. REQUESTED. WHEN THEY BECOME LECTURES AND CHECKS MEASURES TO PREVENT.
SUnd-
served
" apparent. immunizations. t'W




fet PERFORMS ONLY INVESTIGATES COM- OCCASIONALLY SUG- INSPECTS INFORMALLY VIGOROUSLY
CARRIES Cnt-
Ob- ROUTINE INSTRUC PLAINTS PROMPTLY. GESTS GROUP ON OWN INITIATIVE. OUT
INSTRUCT I ON AND starvi-
served tion and inspec- instruction. inspections.
inf
T I ON S .
INTRASERVICE COOPERATION AND INTEREST.
^. How well does this officer cooperate with other corps of the Navy?
1 2x I XX. inr 2t_2C X 1 „0j^ CONSIDERS MOST ONLY AS REQUIRED WILL COOPERATE MAKES AN EFFORT TO ^ILL GO OUT OF HIS Out-
Ob- REQUESTS AN BY REGULATIONS. WHEN ADVANTAGEOUS CARRY OUT REASONABLE WAY TO COOPERATE.
StOfld-
served imposition. to him. REQUEST. <•"?





>J^ mTTeTVl^? tends TO LIMIT CON- OCCASIONALLY MIXES MIXES WELL WITH IS AN ASSET TO
ANY OUt'





6. How much interest does this officer display toward his patients?
30 XXXX ^ I CH
4^7 TREATS ALL OCCASIONALLY CON- GENERALLY CONSIDERS DISPLAYS ACTIVE EXTENDS HIMSELF TO Out-
Ob- PATIENTS WITH AN SIDERS PATIENTS THE FEELINGS OF INTEREST TOWARD
CONS I DER PAT I ENTS Stavd-
served impersonal atti- individually. the patient. patients. individually.
vng
TUDE.
7, Does this officer display an active interest in all patients regardless of rank or rate?
,
X I XX 2 ZSSSS. 1L—
'
,,„„, TO LIMIT TENDS TO HAVE CORPS- WILL MINISTER IN- GENERALLY MINISTERS
^WAYS MINISTERS TO Out-
Ob- HS PRACTICE TO ^EN HANDLE ROUT INE TEREST I NG ENL I STED TO ENL I STED AND ENLISTED AND OFF I
CERS Sta^i-
served OFFICERS. sick call. cases. officers alike.
alike. tng
8. To what extent has there been any favorable or adverse patient comment-concerning this
officer's
performance of duty?
X XPDC X X X I
'iST PATIFNTS COMPLAIN SEVERAL PATIENTS NO COMMENT SEVERAL PATIENTS PATIENTS
PRAISE Out-






9. How punctual is this officer about his appointments?




PROFtSSIONAL INltRtSI flWD PRUHCItlfCT,
10, How weM does this officer keep himself informed by current reading about new medical techniques ano
developments?
I I 3^ X_X X3DDC
,
Mot MUST BE PRODDED WAITS TILL IT BE-
06- TO READ CURRENT COMES COMMON PRAC-
served li terature. tice before in-
VESTI GATrNG.
NORMALLY KNOWS
ABOUT ONE TH I RD
OF THE ADVANCE-,
MENTS.
DEVOTES ADEQUATE KEEPS HIMSELF WELL IN- Out-
TIME TO KEEPING SELF FORMED THROUGH READ- StaUi.-
REASONABLY INFORMED. ING ANO DISCUSSION. ing
II. How inquisitive is this officer to explore the Dotent ial it ies of new techniques or developments?
I I X_X X XX X XX X
I
Hot WILL N'^T TRY ANY- MUST BE PRODDED TO
Ob- THING TILL IT IS INVESTIGATE A NEW





ALWAYS OPEN MINDED IS FREOUENTLr SUG- Out-
IN THE DISCUSSION OF GESTING TRIAL OF NEW Stand-
NEW DEVELOPMENTS. METHODS. ing
12. To what extent does this officer try to supplement his present knowledge by additional study, research
or academic attendance?





OCCASIONALLY MAKES PERIODICALLY DEVOTES CONTINUALLY TRIES TO OUt-
AN EFFORT. TIME FOR THIS ADVANCE HIS KNOWLEDGE. Stand-
PURPOSE. ing
13. What is this officer's medical specialty?
PERCENT OF PRESENT DUTY DEVOTED TO THIS SPECIALTY
Too4b
in. To what extent has this officer attempted to achieve certification in his specialty?
J
itOt HAS MADE NO IS CONSIDERING PRE-




IS IN THE PROCESS OF HAS BEEN CERTIFIED. Qut-
BEiNG CERTIFIED. Stand-
ing
15* How proficient is this officer regarding laboratory techniques?
I
^
XX XX X3QC 3DC J
#ot NEEDS ASSISTANCE CAN INTERPRET








AND THEIR APPLICATION. stand-
ing
16. How resourceful is this officer when confronted with situations which require independent action.
Initiative and imagination?
XX XXX X X J
Sot IS COMPLETELY BECOMES SLIGHTLY
ob- BEFUDDLED BY UN- CONFUSED AND
served usual situations, excited.
REACTS NORMALLY MM VERY CAPABLE. SELDOM ANTICIPATES SITUATIONS. Out-
WITH MODERATE AT A LOSS. EXTREMELY RESOURCEFUL. Stand-
EFFECTI VENESS
. ing
17. How well does this officer receive suggestions or advice?
I I
X X X XXX XX
Hot RESENTS BEING TOLD WELCOMES FROM SENIORS. RECEIVES WITH
06- HOW TO DO THINGS. BUT RESENTS FROM RESERVATIONS.




WEIGHS CAREFULLY AND Ovt-
REACHES OWN DECISION. Stand-
ing
18. Does this officer seek advice when in doubt?
, 2x J X xxxxx n
Hot MUDDLES THROUGH, OCCASIONALLY DIS- SEEKS ADVICE WHEN INVARIABLY SEEKS
ob- CUSSES COMPLEX CASES. PROGNOSIS IS NOT ADVICE WHEN IN
served clear. doubt.
SEEKS ADVICE AND Out-
OPINIONS RATHER THAN Stand-
CHANCE MISTAKE. iUg
19. To what extent does this officer go out of his way to follow the progress of a difficult case through
to completion?
3X XXXXX J





OCCASIONALLY *L00K IN* DEVOTES ALL TIME Out-
WHEN NOT ON DUTY. SERIOUSNESS OF THE Stand-
CASE DEMANDS. ing





ONLY WHEN IT WILL
DECREASE HIS WORK.
WILL STOP AND EX-
PLAIN CONDITIONS
AND PROCEDURES.
TAKES PRIDE IN TRAIN- CONSISTENTLY DEVOTES Ovt-
ING ASSISTANTS. EXTRA TIME AND EFFORT. stiind-
ing
21. The number of medical officers in this rank attached to the command at this time is. If these
officers were arranged in order, consider ing over-all usefulness to the Navy, from highest (No. I)
to poorest, this officer would be No. of the total group.
22. (Comments relative to outstanding performance)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED OH ( Only if this Completed forn
has been shouM to the officer reported on.)
SIGNATURE OF REPORTING OFFICER
Rater Y,
Enclosure I A)
^.J I JU H<J ON V ± y'_j^
MEDICAL OFFICER SUPPLEMENT (Experimental form/




THIS FORM WILL BE COMPLETED ON MEDICAL OFFICERS IN ADDITION TO AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT
(NavPers-3IOA). IT MILL BE COMPLETED AND SIGNED BY THE SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER OF THE COMMAND OR THE REPORTING
SENIOR (IF A MEDICAL OFFICER). WHERE AN APPRAISAL BY A SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER IN THE CHAIN OF COMMAND IS IM-
POSSIBLE, ONLY QUESTIONS MARKED BY AN ASTERISK WILL BE GRADED AND WILL BE SIGNED BY THE REPORTING SENIOR WHO
SIGNS THE OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT.
NAME (LAST) (first) (middle) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
SHIP OR STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (DATE FROM) (DATE TO
)
NAME OF OFFICER COMPLETING THIS FORM
COMPILATION FOR RATER Z.
(RANK ) (Fl LE NO. OFFICIAL STATUS RELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED
ON
CHECK ALONG THE LINE THE DEGREE TO WHICH THIS OFFICER HAS PERFORMED OR EXHIBITED THE FUNCTIONS DESCRIBED.
DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES BENEATH THE LINE ARE MERELY GUIDES TO INDICATE THE AMOUNT OR DEGREE OF THE FUNCTION REPRE-
SENTED ALONG THE LINE. NO ENTRY WHICH IS MADE ON THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED AN UNSATISFACTORY REPORT WHICH
MUST BE REFERRED TO THE OFFICER FOR STATEMENT. DO NOT HESITATE TO MARK "NOT OBSERVED" ON ANY QUESTION WHERE
APPROPRIATE. ANY ENTRIES MADE IN AN "OUTSTANDING" BOX WILL REQUIRE A SPECIFIC STATEMENT IN SECTION 22 AS TO
WHAT THIS OFFICER HAS DONE TO BE OUTSTANDING.
PRESCRIBED NAVAL DUTIES.
1. Hov well does this officer supervise and maintain records and reports as prescribed by 8u M 4 S Manual?
I 9x, I
A.Ot DOESN'T KNOW LEAVES TO CLERICAL OCCASIONALLY 'SPOT" INSURES THAT GENER- ADEOUATELY SUPERVISES Out-
Ob- WHAT IS REQUIRED. CORPSMEN
.
CHECKS RECORDS ALLY ADMINISTERED PREPARATION AND Stavd-
servei and reports. properly. maintenance. ing
2. How welt does this officer carry out an active campaign of preventative medicine?
I
9». I
Hot WILL IMMUNIZE WILL LECTURE WHEN MEETS CONDITIONS OCCASIONALLY SUGGESTS ANTICIPATES AND TAKES "ut"
Ot- WHEN DIRECTED. REQUESTED. WHEN THEY BECOME LECTURES AND CHECKS MEASURES TO PREVENT. starld-
servei - apparent. immunizations. trig
3. How well does this officer take an active interest in ship or station hygiene and sanitation?
. 93C. a
tot performs ONLY INVESTIGATES COM- OCCASlbNALLY SUG- INSPECTS INFORMALLY VIGOROUSLY CARRIES '' ,
Ob- ROUTINE INSTRUC- PLAINTS PROMPTLY. GESTS GROUP ON OWN INITIATIVE. OUT INSTRUCTION AND Stand-
served tion and inspec- instruction. inspections. tn?
TIONS.
INTRASERVICE COOPERATION AND INTEREST.
H, How well does this officer cooperate with other corps of the Navy?
I 9x I I
EFFORT TO WILL GO OUT OF HIS Out"Pol CONSIDERS MOST ONLY AS REQUIRED WILL COOPERATE MAKES AN
ob- REQUESTS AN BY REGULATIONS. WHEN ADVANTAGEOUS CARRY OUT REASONABLE WAY TO COOPERATE. StaKt-
served imposition. to him. request. mg






jf3t mixes only tends to LIMIT CON- OCCASIONALLY MIXES MIXES WELL WITH IS AN ASSET TO ANY Out-
Ob- WHEN REQUIRED. TACTS TO MEDICAL WITH OTHER OFFICERS OTHER OFFICERS. GATHERING. StOtBI-
served officers. ^"^
PATIENT ATTITUDE.
6. How much interest does this officer display toward his patients?
, ,
X X X X XXX XK _i
jfTj TREATS ALL OCCASIONALLY CON- GENERALLY CONSIDERS DISPLAYS ACTIVE EXTENDS HIMSELF TO Out-
Ob- PATIENTS WITH AN SIDERS PATIENTS THE FEELINGS OF INTEREST TOWARD CONSIDER
PATIENTS StOnd-
served impersonal atti- individually. the patient. patients. individually.
tng
TUDE.
7. Does this officer display an active interest in all patients regardless of rank or rate?
,
300 XXIQOOC I
4^7 TENDS TO LIMIT TENDS TO HAVE CORPS- WILL MINISTER IN- GENERALLY MINISTERS ALWAYS MINISTERS TO O^t-
Ob- HIS PrIcTICE TO MEN HANDLE ROUT INE TEREST I NG ENL I STED TO ENL I STED AND
ENL I STED AND OFF I CERS Sfand-
ser^ed OFFICERS. sick call. cases. officers alike. alike.
tng
8. To what extent has there been any favorable or adverse patient comment-concerning this officer's
performance of duty? *
, ,
XX XX X X XXX I
K^ PATIENTS complain SEVERAL PATIENTS NO COMMENT SEVERAL PATIENTS PATIENTS PRAISE Cut-
Ob- AND AVO?D HIS COMPLAIN ABOUT EITHER WAY. COMMENT FAVORABLY .
ACTIONS AND SEEK Stand-
served services. treatment.
SERVICES. ilg
9. How punctual is this officer about his appointments?
, 1 These officers are requ i-rnri to be on time 1 1 lIJL_
'
INCONSIDERATE OF TENDS TO DISREGARD OCCASIONALLY KEEPS SELDOM KEEPS MAKES
EVERY EFFORT Out-
o?: irArr Ino schedule. staff and patients patients waiting. to be ON TIME.
stond-





PROFESSIONAL INTEREST AND PROFICIENCY.
10. How welt does this officer keep himself informed by current reading about new medical techniques ano
developments?
J Z2L J^£X_
Hot MUST BE PRODDED WAITS TILL IT BE
-
06- TO READ CURRENT COMES COMMON PRAC-
served literature. tice before in-
VESTI GATING.
normally knows




TIME TO KEEPING SELF
REASONABLY INFORMED.










II. How Inquisitive is this officer to explore the potentialities of new techniques or developments?
I J^ XX MC XX XX X J
*0t *ILL N-T TRY »NV MUST BE PRODOEO TO
Ob- THING TILL IT IS INVESTIGATE A NEW





IN THE DISCUSSION OF
NEW DEVELOPMENTS.
IS FREQUENTLY SUG-





12. To what extent does this officer try to supplement his present knowledge by additional study, research
or academic attendance?




DOES MUCH TALK ING
BUT LITTLE DOING.
OCCASIONALLY MAKES PERIODICALLY DEVOTES CONTINUALLY TRIES TO Out-
AN EFFORT. TIME FOR THIS ADVANCE HIS KNOWLEDGE. StaM-
PURPOSE. tn^
13. What is this officer's medical specialty?
PERCENT OF PRESENT DUTY DEVOTED TO THIS SPECIALTY?
w -w
m. To what extent has this officer attempted to achieve certification in his specialty?
I I J








CERT I F I CATION .
IS IN THE PROCESS OF
BEING CERTI FIED.
HAS BEEN CERTIFIED. Out-
stani-
ing
15. How proficient is this officer regarding laboratory techniques?
I )
X XXXXX XX x^ J
#0t NEEDS ASSISTANCE CAN INTERPRET












16. How resourceful is this officer when confronted with situations which require independent action,
initiative and imagination?
I X I XXX
Not IS COMPLETELY BECOMES SLIGHTLY
ob- BEFUDDLED BY UN- CONFUSED AND




VERY CAPABLE. SELDOM ANTICIPATES SITUATIONS. Ont-
AT A LOSS. EXTREMELY RESOURCEFUL. Stand-
ing
17. How well does this officer receive suggestions or advice?
I I X JOC XXX CD
Sot RESENTS BEING TOLD WELCOMES FROM SENIORS. RECEIVES WITH
ob- HOW TO DO THINGS. BUT RESENTS FROM RESERVATIONS.
served equals or juniors.
USUALLY WELCOMES
WITH SINCERITY.
WEIGHS CAREFULLY AND Out-
REACHEs OWN DECISION. Stand-
ing













SEEKS ADVICE AND Out-




19. To what extent does this officer go out of his way to follow the progress of a difficult case through
to completion?
I L J
Hot LEAVES CARE TO
06- NURSES AN
served corpsmen
VI SI TS PATI ENT
I RREGULARLY.
OCCASIONALLY LOOK
WHEN NOT ON DUTY.
DEVOTES ALL TIME Out-
SERIOUSNESS OF THE Statui-
CASE DEMANDS. iflg
20. To what extent does this officer make an effort to train the corpsmen under his direction?




ONLY WHEN IT WILL
DECREASE HI S WORK
.
Wl LL STOP AND EX-
PLAIN CONDITIONS
AND PROCEDURES.
TAKES PRIDE IN TRAIN- CONSISTENTLY DEVOTES




21. The number of medical officers in this rank attached to the command at this time is. If these
officers were arranged in order, considering over-all usefulness to the Navy, from highest (No, I)
to poorest, this officer would be No. of the total group.
22. (Comments relative to outstanding performance)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED QH { Only if this completed form
has been shoum to the officer reported on.)





MBIDICAL OFFICER'S SUPPLEMERT AS REVISED BX AHSWERS AMD
COMMENTS RECEIVED FHiM MEDICAL 0: FICERS COMPRISIHa THE
RAHDOM SAMPLE OF THE HAVAL MEDICAL CORPS.
(In this section no tstttampt has been made to ccnnpoee the
format as would be done on a printed foi«« The fonsat for






*HIS FORM Wf~ ^ COMPLETED OH MKDICaL in ADDITION
TO AMD IM CCv«.^uJ'riOH WITH 0FFICE1R»S Fl - v, ..I PORT (NavPers-
310A), IT WILL m COMPLETED kUB SI^IfED BY T' ' ZElUm MEDICAL
0. 1 OF TnE CC: : OR THE HEPORTII^G SEHIOH (IF A MEDICAL
O'.I^, n). miERE ^., ^.^jpRAISAL M A iSENIOR *II^;DICAL Qi^'V^^'^' -J IN
THE C;:aI1I of COIiSSAlID IS IMPOSSIBLE, ONLY QjnSTIONS D BY
AH AST] HISIC WIIL m GRADED AMD WILL liE Dm TBh HEPORTING
SKNIOR -rmO SIGNS fm O.'FIC: R»S FXTHKSS ..^^^^.iT.
2IA1IE (LAST) (FIRST) (MIDDLE) RANK k CLASSIFICATION
-MifmrwMim' Mkm <>t m2<)^^ (date from) (date to)
PILE NO,
DUTIES AaSlGHED DURIHO PERIOD OF THIS REPORT
(rank) (file no,
)
TO OFFICER Ri-JPORTED ON
CHECK ALONG THE LII^E THE DFGHFE TO WlilCH THIS 0-"FICI.R ilAS PER-
FOHKKD OR KXHiniTFD TVIT: FwiJCTIONS DRSGRIBED, Dfi;SCRI?TIVl:; PilHi.3ES
h: ^ TO INDICATE TIfE AMOUNT OR
m......,..^. .V ..,; . .,.^.^w. .>.. *:v;^.....,. ..; ALO^G 'nm line, no entry
WJiICK IS f4ADF; ON THIS FORM WILL m CONSIDFRFD AN UNSATISFACTORY
RFPC 7 IS:; ' TO THK ' F0'=? : r?ENT. DO
NOT -....^..vV. .V ^lARK '\.w.. v.^Ji:RVlD" ON ^ ,... -.,uKSTI^.. :.>itRE AP-
PROPRIATE. ANY FNTini:S IfikUE Id AN "QUTiiTAni'ING" BOX WILL RE-
QUIRE A SPECIFIC STATini;j:NT IN SJXJTION 18 AS TO WRAT THIS OFFICER





1, How well dOQB tills officer Bupervlse «nd maintain records
and reports as prescribed by tJw M & S Manual?
Outstanding
Adequately suxjer-^ises preparation and maintenance
Insures that [:;©nerally administered properly
Occasionally 'spot* checks records and reports
IfOaves to clerical corpsmon
DoesnH know what is required
Hot observed
2. How well does this officer carry out an active campaign
of preventive medicine?
Outstanding
Anticipates and takes measures to prevent
Occasionally suggests lectures and checks luanunizations
Meets conditions when they heocme apparent
Will lecture when requested
Will immunize when directed
Not Qb8e](rw»d
3« How well does this officer take an active interest in
ship or station hygiene and sanitation?
Outstanding
Vigorously carries out instruction and inspections
Inspects infoi^ally on own initiative
Ocoasionally «ug£:@£ts gro^ lnstj*uction
Investigates complaints promptly
Performs only routine instruction and inspections
Mot observed
IHTRASERVIGE COOi>EBATIOII AHB IHTERESf
•»i|.« How well does this officer cooperate with other corps
of the Mavy?
Outstanding
Will gro out of his way to cooperate
Make© an eX'fort to carry out reasonable request
Will cooperate when advantageous to him
Only as required by Regulations





5i, How mvLoh Interest doos this officer display toward his
patients?
Outstanding
Extends hiiaaelf to consider patients individually
Displays active interest toward patients
Oenerally considers the feelings of the patients
Occasionally considers patients individually
Treats all patients with an ia^ersonal attitude
Mot observed
6. Does this officer display an active interest in all
patients re^^ardleas of rank or rate?
Outstanding
Always ministers to enlisted and officers alike
Generally nlnisters to enlisted and officers alike
Will minister intei^sting enlisted cases
Tends to have corpswen hai«ll© routine sick call
Tends to limit his practice to officers
Hot observed
momBsiomh xmtkrest aw PROPiciEiicy
?• How well does this officer keep hlnself Informed by current
reading about new medical techniques ond developments?
Outstanding
K^eps hlKself wall informed through reading and dis-
cussion
Devotes adequate time to keeping self reasonably In-
formed
Is average in his knowledge of the advancements
l^aits till it becotaes Gommon practice before In-
vestlt;ating
Must be prodded to read current literature
Hot observed
8. How inquisitivs is this officer to explore the poten-
tialities of accepted new techniques or developments?
Outstanding
Is frequently suggesting trial of new ^Tiethods
Always open minded in the discussion of new developments
Occasionally su^^gests new techniques
Must b© prodded to investigate a new rcetliod




9. To what extent doea thl« officer try to Bupplement hl«
present knowledge by additional study, research or
aoadenilc attendanoe?
Outstanding
Continually tries to advance hie knowledr^e
Periodically devotes time for this purpose
Oooaslonally makes an effort
Does much talking but little doing
Does not consider this Important
10, How resourceful Is this officer when confronted with
situations which require Independent action. Initiative
and Ima^natlon?
Outstanding
Anticipates situations, extremely resourceful
Very capable, seldcsi at a loss
Reacts norss^ally with moderate effectIveness
Becomes slightly confused and excited
Is completely befuddled by unusual situations
Hot observed
11, How well does this officer receive suggestions or advice?
Outstanding
Weighs carefully and reaches own decision
Usually welccm'.ee with sincerity
Receives with reservations
Welcomes fx*cei seniors, but resents from equals or
juniors
Hesents being told how to do things
Hot observed
12 • I>oe8 this officer seek advice when in doubt?
Outstanding
Seeks advice and opinions rather than chance silstake
Invariably seeks advice when in doubt
Seeks advice when pro^^osis is not clear




13* "^o what extent doeo tills officer go out of hie way to
follow tim progr»8M of a difficult case through to
oonpletlon?
Outstaading
Devotes all tinw aerioutness of the case demands
OccaaiOii&lly *look in' when not on duty
Visits patient routinely only
VlEltfi patient Irregulai'ly
Leaves care to nurses and corpssien
Hot observed
llf. To what extent does this officer make an effort to train
the corpamen under his direction?
Outstanding
Consistently devotes extra time and effort
Takes pride in training assistants
Will stop and explain conditions
Only when it will decrease his work
Mever devotes time
Hot observed
15« ^« number of medical officers in this rank attached to
th® department or c©rd?iand at thia time is • If these
Oi^ficers were arranged in order, considering over-all
usefulness to the lavy, fi*om highest (Mo, 1) to poorest
«
this officer would be lo, of the total group,
16* Is there any specialty of medicine for which this of-
ficer shows special aptitude and in which he should
receive furtiier training?




Re c or/an®ndet ions of his Chief of Service
Occasional observations
^
Frequent observations of the results of his work
^
Infrequent observations of the results of his work
Official Reports




SIGKATURS OP OFFICER RKi'ORTED OH
(only if this o<Mnpldted fom has
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